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This paper is a first report on an ongoing project aiming at building up a da-
tabase of non-canonical argument marking in Lithuanian in contrast to other 
languages with relatively rich systems of morphological cases. The language 
with which we begin the comparison is Icelandic. The overarching aim consists 
not only in a unified inventorisation of relevant units, but in disclosing (i) regu-
larities in the alternation of coding patterns and (ii) the factors underlying such 
variation. We will concentrate on case marking; this however implies agreement 
patterns as well, insofar as in these two languages only nominatival NPs trigger 
agreement on the finite verb (= predicate of the clause). We further concen-
trate on verbs with non-canonical marking of their highest-ranking argument 
(HRA); the notion of HRA is defined on the basis of the Actor-Undergoer  
Hierarchy as developed in Role & Reference Grammar (see 2.1). What we pres-
ent here is not yet a comprehensive description of the whole body of data, but 
rather a problem paper which details some conceptual issues and highlights 
some prominent types of argument coding and their relation to lexical groups.

1. Sketch of the project1

The main purpose of our investigation consists in a comprehensive picture of 
the case assignment of core arguments in Lithuanian and Icelandic, which in 

1. We appreciate the helpful comments by Nicole Nau and an anonymous reviewer. We are 
furthermore obliged to Kristina Lenartaitė for her contentful comments on an earlier version 
of this paper and to Wayles Browne for his comments and thorough language-editing. We fur-
thermore want to thank Jurgis Pakerys, Birutė Rivitytė, Aurelija Usonienė, Benita Riaubienė 
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some way or another deviate from the predominant coding pattern both within 
these languages and known in general for languages with a nominative-accusa-
tive alignment. The features that are somehow associated with (or which condi-
tion) the specific flagging of arguments will be gathered in a database, for which 
the relevant predicative units will be given entries according to unified criteria. 
Let us stress immediately that we want to capture a maximally comprehensive 
inventory of such patterns and of their alternations for each language. On this 
basis we want to establish which patterns are productive, which are recessive (in 
diachronic terms of type frequency); for the less productive patterns we want to 
provide exhaustive inventories of predicative items. This implies that we will reg-
ister not only verbs, but also adjectives and other stems with nominal inflections 
if they are used predicatively. However, in this first account the predicative use of 
words other than verbs will remain out of consideration.

This descriptive task, in turn, will give a more convenient possibility to sur-
vey and test assumptions related to the nature of, and motives for, non-canonical 
marking of arguments. Since we have begun doing this for only two, albeit not 
closely related, languages, we want to provide more subtle criteria, test them and 
give some in-depth case studies, once we have grasped the principal network of 
factors influencing (or conditioning) specific marking patterns. By the same to-
ken, such an investigation can serve the purpose of a pilot study for analogous 
research extended to other languages (in parallel to other projects with similar 
objectives, on which see 1.2). Last not least, after we will have understood enough 
about the contemporary patterns and alternations of non-canonical argument 
coding in Lithuanian and Icelandic we may attempt to trace back diachronic 
changes in these patterns, as far as corpus data for earlier stages of these languages 
and already existing investigations allow us to do so.2

The article is structured in the following way. In this section we sketch the 
project; we also indicate in which way it differs from ongoing similar projects. 
Section 2 gives information on the theoretical background pertaining to the syn-
tax-semantics interface. In Section 3 we present a scaffolding for the analysis of 
the relevant data which we have gathered so far for Lithuanian and Icelandic. First 
of all, we will be concerned with identifying the main coding patterns (including 

and especially Auksė Razanovaitė and Rolandas Mikulskas for their unfailing replies. Needless 
to say, all remaining mistakes and inconsistencies are exclusively our own responsibility.

2. In this respect the situation is much better for Icelandic than for Lithuanian. Cf. such work 
as Andrews (1976), Thráinsson (1979), Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson (1985), Sigurðsson 
(1989), Jónsson (1996), Barðdal (2001, 2006), Eythórsson and Barðdal (2005), but also the fact 
that for Icelandic from the start we had a list of verbs with ‘quirky subjects’ at our disposal 
which accounted for earlier stages of the language. See further 3.1.
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their alternations) insofar as they deviate from a canonical nominative-accusative 
pattern, with tendencies toward lexical groupings and with the main differences 
between both languages which come to the fore already in a more superficial anal-
ysis. In addition, we point at some phenomena which, to our knowledge, have not 
received due attention in studies on variation in the flagging of arguments within 
and across languages. Section 4 sums up these observations and gives an outlook.

1.1 On the choice of Lithuanian and Icelandic and the framework

A comparison of non-canonical argument marking in Lithuanian and Icelandic 
is profitable, among other things, for the following reasons. First, although the 
two languages are not closely related in genealogical terms, they have inherited 
and retained several morphological cases; it is therefore as a rule possible to dis-
cern core arguments not only on the basis of their behavioural properties, but 
also because of their morphological coding (according to the well-known subject 
properties after Keenan 1976). Second, Lithuanian and Icelandic have never been 
in contact with each other. They belong to different parts of Europe and are, as 
it were, separated from each other by languages with more typical SAE features. 
Differences and coincidences in core argument marking can thus be considered 
as not being induced by contact, and the chance of areal diffusion that might 
have affected both languages in this domain of alignment appears to be extremely 
low. Third, the IE heritage of morphological cases has been retained to a differ-
ent extent: Lithuanian has six cases,3 Icelandic only four. Thus, the possibilities of 
variation for non-canonical marking based on oblique cases are more restricted 
in Icelandic than in Lithuanian. However, we may remark at once that despite the 
more reduced number of cases in Icelandic, adpositional marking of arguments 
does not turn out to be more prominent than in Lithuanian (see 3.2.2). Thus, ad-
positional marking of core arguments turns out to be rare in both languages.

1.2 Differences in comparison to similar projects

Our investigation shows parallels with at least two other ongoing projects con-
cerned with non-canonical argument marking and the question to which extent 
non-canonical marking is motivated lexically. However, both of them differ from 
ours in the way data are accessed, the sort of data and the typological and areal 
range of comparison.

3. We disregard the vocative, since its functions are unrelated to the coding of arguments or 
adverbials.
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First, clear parallels exist with the St. Petersburg project headed by Sergej Saj 
and entitled “Verb argument structure variation and verb classification in lan-
guages of various structural types” (Russ. “Variativnost’ argumentnoj struktury 
glagolov i klassifikacija glagol’noj leksiki v raznostrukturnyx jazykax”; cf. Saj 2011;  
Saj, forthcoming). Its particular research issues are the following ones: The object 
of investigation is only two-place predicates, with clausal arguments having been 
excluded from the start. Only verbs are considered. Among them verbs have also 
been included whose argument ranking highest in terms of agentivity (our HRA, 
see below) is coded with the nominative. The distribution of x- and y-argument 
of two-place predicates was established on the basis of an animacy-agentivity hi-
erarchy (Saj 2011: 427f.), not on the basis of logical decomposition. However, the 
results of these different criteria of building argument hierarchies in many cases 
coincide with ours (e.g., for verbs like ‘like, please’, Lith. patikti, Russ. nravit’sja: 
x=dat, [+human] vs. y=nom/clause, [±human]). Further research will show how 
far such coincidences go. In any case, almost all lexical concepts which according 
to Saj (2011: 428) are commonplace for predicates with a non-canonically marked 
human x-argument, occur in Lithuanian (‘please, like’, ‘ache, hurt’, ‘lack’, ‘suffice, be 
enough’, ‘need’, ‘remain’); see the relevant subsections of Section 3. Furthermore, 
in the Petersburg project the basis of the selection of predicative units was a ques-
tionnaire with 130 lexical concepts,4 for which translational equivalents in other 
languages were requested from informants. The crosslinguistic basis of compari-
son is rather broad: at a first stage, responses concerning 16 languages were col-
lected. Among them we find Lithuanian, but not Icelandic.

The second project with which our investigation shows some affinity is the 
“Leipzig Valency Classes Project” (Malchukov et al., cf. http://www.eva.mpg.de/
lingua/valency/files/project.php). This is a large-scale project on the typology of 
verb classes defined on the basis of their valency properties (inspired by Apresjan 
1967 on Russian and Levin 1993 on English). It is much broader in terms of cod-
ing properties, since – apart from its typological range – it does not concentrate 
specifically on non-canonical marking, but aims at a broad typology of valen-
cy-changing alternations (ranging from unmarked dative shift, as in English, to 
voice-changing operations).5 Data was collected via questionnaires “for a select-
ed sample of 70 verbs. These verbs are conceived of as representative of the ver-
bal lexicon and have been reported in the literature to show distinctive syntactic  

4. Russ. “predikatnye smysly” (lit. ‘predicative senses’), supplied in the questionnaire as core 
clauses with the respective predicative and its arguments in Russian.

5. Most interesting (to the Leipzig Project as well as to us) are “alternations which contribute 
the most to verb classification in the sense that they are neither restricted to few verbs, nor ap-
ply across the board” (from the website).

http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/valency/files/project.php
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/valency/files/project.php
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behaviour both within and across languages” (from the website). Here, converse-
ly, Icelandic is in the sample, but Lithuanian is not.

By comparison: Our project – apart from, on its initial stage, being restricted 
to Lithuanian and Icelandic – does not start from an onomasiological perspective, 
and the items have not been collected with the aid of questionnaires. Instead, we 
have collected items from dictionaries and already published material (see 3.1) on 
the basis of their coding properties for the Highest Ranking Argument (HRA), a 
notion which we derive from the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (AUH) of Role & 
Reference Grammar (see 2.1). The criterion was that the HRA was not marked 
with the nominative; the coding of other arguments was used only as a criterion 
of subclassification (see 3.2). Lexical (and other) groups were established only 
after predicative units had been extracted. Furthermore, from the start we have 
divided the items to be investigated by parts of speech, although in this contribu-
tion we will deal only with verbs. Moreover, at later stages we also want to account 
for clausal arguments, which have been excluded from the Petersburg project.

1.3 Delimitation of units assembled in the database

In this first account we limit our interest only to units for which the HRA is 
marked other than with the nominative. In general, non-canonical core argument 
marking in languages with predominant nom–acc alignment6 applies when the 
most agentive argument is not marked with the nominative and/or the most pa-
tientive argument is not marked with the accusative. Thus, a subcase of non-ca-
nonical marking obtains when the single argument of a one-place predicate (S in 
Dixon’s 1994 terms) or the most agentive argument of a two- or three-place pred-
icate (Dixon’s A) is not marked with the nominative. In Lithuanian and Icelandic 
this subcase comprises the following patterns:

one-place
Lithuanian
 (1) Mokykloje   padaugėjo     mokinių. (single argument in gen)
  school.loc  increase.pst.3  pupil.gen.pl
  ‘In school, the number of pupils has increased.’ (lit. ‘… there have increased 

(the) pupils.’)

6. Probably one hardly finds a language with only one consistent alignment pattern, even if 
only coding patterns in unmarked voice are considered (cf. Haspelmath 2011: 552–558). We 
therefore speak of predominant nom-acc-alignment if these cases are used in the unmarked 
voice of prototypical transitive predicates (‘kill’, ‘break’) and also otherwise apply prominently. 
This prevalent pattern is characteristic of the ‘European standard’, to which both Lithuanian 
and Icelandic conform despite the groups of non-canonical case patterns that are the topic of 
this article.
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 (2) Joną   purto       (nuo  šalčio). (single argument in acc)
  pn.acc  shaking.prs.3 from  frost.gen
  ‘Jonas is shaken (from the cold.)’  (lit. ‘(it) is shaking Jonas …’)

 (3) Jonui    pagerėjo. (single argument in dat)
  pn.dat   become_better.pst.3
  ‘Jonas became better.’ (lit. ‘(it) became better to Jonas.’)

 (4) Nuo  ežero    padvelkė   vėsum-u. (single argument in ins)7

  from lake.gen  blow.pst3  freshness.ins
  ‘It (suddenly) blew with freshness from the lake.’

Icelandic
 (5) Vinds     gætti.  (single argument in gen)
  Wind.gen  notice.pst.3sg
  ‘There was a little wind.’ 

 (6) Mig     syfjar.  (single argument in acc)
  I.acc   get_sleepy.prs.3sg
  ‘I am getting sleepy.’

 (7) Mér    leiddist. (single argument in dat)
  I.dat   bore.pst.3sg
  ‘I was bored.’

two-place
Lithuanian
 (8) Eglė    šlykštisi      aplinkos          melagingumu. (nom–ins)
  pn.nom loathe.prs.3  surrounding.gen   mendacity.ins
  ‘Eglė loathes the mendacity of the/her environment.’

 (9) Žmonės    išsigando         kraujo (nom–gen)
  people.nom  become_scared.pst.3 blood.gen
  ‘People became scared of the blood.’

 (10) Jonas   norėjo,    kad   Eglė     ateitų. (nom–fin.compcl)
  pn.nom want.pst.3 comp  pn.nom  come.sbjv.3
  ‘Jonas wanted Eglė to come [lit. … that Eglė come].’

 (11) Jonas   norėjo    susitikti  su   Egle. (nom–infinitival compl.)
  pn.nom want.pst.3 meet.inf  with pn.ins
  ‘Jonas wanted to meet with Eglė.’

7. For a discussion of debatable instances (concerning the number and type of arguments) the 
reader is referred to Section 3.2.
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 (12) Jonas    padėjo    Eglei. (nom–dat)
  pn.nom  help.pst.3  pn.dat
  ‘Jonas helped Eglė.’

 (13) Jonas    svajojo       apie  Eglę. (nom–PP)
  pn.nom  dream.pst.3  about pn.acc
  ‘Jonas dreamed of Eglė.’

 (14) Jonui   patiko    Eglė. (dat–nom)
  pn.dat  like.pst.3  pn.nom
  ‘Jonas liked Eglė. / Eglė pleased Jonas.’

 (15) Jonui   pagailo      Eglės. (dat–gen)
  pn.dat  take_pity.pst.3 pn.gen
  ‘Jonas took pity on Eglė.’

 (16) Jonui   patiko,   kad    Eglė    gražiai    apsirengė.
  pn.dat  like.pst.3 comp   pn.nom beautifully dress.pst.3
  ‘Jonas was pleased that Eglė had dressed beautifully.’  (dat–fin.compcl)

 (17) Jį    erzino,     kad    niekas      jo     neklausė.
  he.acc  annoy.pst.3  comp  nobody.nom  he.gen  neg.ask.pst.3
  ‘It annoyed him that nobody (had) asked him.’  (acc–fin.compcl)

Icelandic
 (18) Sveinn   vill         að    Sigga    komi (nom–fin.compcl)
  pn.nom  want.prs.3SG  comp pn.nom  come.sbjv.3sg
  ‘Sveinn wants Sigga to come.’

 (19) Sveinn   vill        hitta      Siggu (nom–nonfin.compcl)
  pn.nom  want.prs.3SG to meet.inf  pn.acc
  ‘Sveinn wants to meet Sigga.’

 (20) Sveinn   hjálpaði     Siggu (nom–dat)
  pn.nom  help.pst.3sg  pn.dat
  ‘Sveinn helped Sigga.’

 (21) Sveinn   þarfnast     Siggu (nom–gen)
  pn.nom  need.prs.3sg pn.gen 
  ‘Sveinn needs Sigga.’

 (22) Sveinn   hugsar       um  Siggu (nom–pp)
  pn.nom  think.prs.3sg  of   pn.acc
  ‘Sveinn thinks of Sigga.’

 (23) Sveini    líkar        Sigga  (dat–nom)
  pn.dat   like.prs.3sg   pn.nom
  ‘Sveinn likes Sigga.’
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 (24) Sveini    líkar       við  Siggu (dat–pp)
  pn.dat   like.prs.3sg  with pn.dat 
  ‘Sveinn likes Sigga.’

 (25) Sveini    skilst           að    Sigga   komi      á morgun 
  pn.dat   understand.prs.3sg  comp  pn.nom comes.prs.3 tomorrow 
  ‘It seems to Sveinn / Sveinn thinks that Sigga will come tomorrow.’ 
 (dat–fin.compcl)

 (26) Sveini    leiðist       að   bíða (dat–nonfin.compcl)
  pn.dat   bore.prs.3sg  to   wait.inf 
  ‘Sveinn is bored by waiting.’

 (27) Svein    dreymir        Siggu (acc–acc)
  pn.acc   dream.prs.3sg   Sigga pn.acc
  ‘Sveinn dreams about Sigga (dream while asleep).’

 (28) Svein    dreymir       um Siggu (acc–pp)
  pn.acc   dream.prs.3sg  um pn.acc 
  ‘Sveinn is daydreaming of Sigga.’

 (29) Svein    langar       að fara (acc–nonfin.compcl)
  pn.acc   want.prs.3sg  to go.inf
  ‘Svein wants to go.’

 (30) Svein    langar       að    Sigga    komi (acc–fin.compcl)
  pn.acc   want.prs.3SG  comp pn.nom  come.sbjv.3sg
  ‘Svein wants Sigga to come.’

At least for Lithuanian we may add dative-marked external possessors. The pos-
sessor counts as part of the core and, thus, is treated like an argument in syntactic 
terms. However, it is not licensed by the predicate8 and, therefore, its argument 
status is at least debatable on a semantic level. See, for instance:

 (31) Jonui    badė        panages. (datposs–acc)
  pn.dat   pierce.pst.3   finger_tip.acc.pl
  lit. ‘(it) prickled the finger tips at him.’ [idiomatic meaning ‘He was nervous / 

unquiet.’]

 (32) Jonui   skauda    skrandį      /  skrandis. (datposs–acc/nom)
  pn.dat  ache.prs.3  stomach.acc  /  .nom
  lit. ‘(it) hurts the stomach at Jonas.’ = ‘Jonas’ stomach hurts.’

We will dwell upon this later (see 3.2.2.1).

8. Cf. Payne and Barshi (1999: 3), König (2001: 970f.).
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Of course, a full account of ‘deviations’ from nom–acc-alignment must in-
clude predicates for which the more agent-like argument is coded with the nom-
inative, but the other, more patient-like is not marked with the accusative. Thus, 
one should count as verbs with non-canonically marked arguments, for instance, 
bjaurėtis, šlykštėtis (8), padėti (12) with an oblique case other than acc, verbs like 
svajoti (13) with a PP, and verbs like norėti which can take a clausal complement 
(10)–(11), but with the more agent-like argument in the nominative. Further-
more, Lithuanian has ditransitives demonstrating the well-known alternation 
of ‘spray paint’-verbs, which however does not affect the HRA. Finally, certain 
groups of Lithuanian two-place verbs show an acc–ins-alternation for the second 
argument (lower ranking in terms of AUH),9 and there is a rarer alternation with 
two-place verbs in which a nom–acc-pattern alternates with a nom–ins-pattern 
with mutually exchanged arguments; cf. Lenartaitė (2011: 187ff.), from where we 
cite the following pair of examples:

 (33) a. Purvai      aptiško      drabužius.
   dirt.nom.pl   sprinkle.pst.3  clothes.acc
   ‘Dirt sprinkled on the clothes.’
  b. Drabužiai   aptiško      purvais.
   clothes.nom sprinkle.pst.3 dirt.ins.pl
   ‘The clothes were sprinkled with dirt.’

The types mentioned in the last paragraph will be excluded from our analysis, 
and we will concentrate only on verbs (and other predicative units) for which 
the more agent-like or the single argument lacks nominative coding, thus cases 
like (1)–(7) or (14)–(17), (23)–(30). The other argument may be coded with the 
nominative, but its way of coding will be relevant only for the subclassification 
of the units included into our database, not for the question whether it will be 
considered at all.

Issues which instead will concern us during the first stages of the project are: 
(i) determination of lexical groups in which non-canonical marking of the HRA 
can be found; (ii) their main coding patterns, together with patterns of their al-
ternation. Already at this preliminary stage we have to distinguish external pos-
sessors, particularly in Lithuanian, where they show a frequent overlap with 
peripheral argument functions, such as ‘maleficient’ (see 3.2.2.1).

9. Cf. Lenartaitė (2011: 187–189), Anderson (forthc.: Ch. 1) for detailed analyses within dif-
ferent frameworks.
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2. Theoretical background

For our purpose we needed to choose an apparatus which in general distinguishes 
explicitly between the semantic and the (morpho)syntactic level, and, first of all, 
in which the assignment of argument positions would not end in a vicious cir-
cle. Many theories that have worked with lists of case roles (semantic roles, theta 
roles) at some point or other end up with arbitrary decisions as for the specific 
semantic nature and number of these roles and, more importantly, as for their 
hierarchy among each other (cf. Primus 2009: 264f. for a summary; cf. also Dahl 
1985). A theory which largely avoids such pitfalls is Role & Reference Grammar 
(RRG), and this is the reason why we have decided to use it in the description of 
our material, although there are some reference- and clause-related conditions on 
case choice10 which have not sufficiently been incorporated into this theory.

Therefore, we first give an introduction to basic notions used within RRG 
(2.1) and relevant for our analysis in Section 3. In 2.2 we comment on the relation 
of these notions to other, in many respects similar approaches within alignment 
typologies.

2.1 Role & Reference Grammar: Some necessary notions

RRG is a functional approach at capturing the syntax-semantics (or even syntax-
pragmatics) interface. It is a lexicalist syntax, insofar as argument positions are 
strictly tied to (or: conditioned by) the meaning of predicative elements (verbs 
etc.). RRG is monostratal, i.e., it rejects any kind of underlying, or deep, structure. 
Instead, a rather straightforward mapping procedure of predicates, arguments 
and adjuncts into the Layered Structure of the Clause (LSC),11 and vice versa, is 
assumed. As concerns relational structure, RRG, like a couple of other theories, 
assumes generalized semantic roles. These are distinguished from grammatical 
relations, though they are crucial for the formulation of many language-specific 
linking rules between argument structure and the syntax. These generalized roles 
are called ‘macroroles’, and there are two of them: Actor und Undergoer.

10. These were surveyed in Haspelmath (2001: 56–59). Since these factors are not easy to cap-
ture in logical decomposition, they yield rather cumbersome formal representations.

11. The LSC consists of Nucleus (occupied by the predicate) and its Core (housing the argu-
ments of the predicate), plus an optional Periphery and language-specific Pre- and Post-Core 
slots (cf. Van Valin 2005; Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 35–40 and passim), which are however of 
no relevance for our present concern.
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Macroroles are understood as “generalizations across classes of specific argu-
ment positions in logical structure” (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 142; cf. also Van 
Valin 2005: 60–67). Therefore, arguments are defined via logical decomposition 
(see below); they can be arranged along a scale between a most agent-like and a 
most patient-like pole. This scale is called the Actor-Undergoer hierarchy (AUH); 
see Figure 1. 

The difference between DO and do’ is that between a prototypical agent (i.e., a 
conscious, controlling instigator of a change affecting or effecting another object, 
DO) and any sort of ‘causer’, including non-intended, accidental causation, also 
causation by a fact (expressed by a clausal complement, e.g. That he came late / 
His late arrival upset everyone). The causer corresponds to the x-argument of the 
do’-predicate.

If an Actor is assigned it is always the most agent-like argument available on 
that scale; correspondingly, for the Undergoer it is the most patient-like argu-
ment. In this way, RRG does justice to an acknowledged fundamental opposition 
between cardinal arguments of a transitive predication (A + O in Dixon’s terms; 
see 2.2).12 Most importantly, irrespective of their specific ontological nature (and 
the names given to roles like, e.g., ‘agent’, ‘patient’, ‘theme’, ‘goal’, ‘experiencer’, 
‘stimulus’) it is the internal hierarchy between arguments on such a scale which 
influences the assignment of Actor and Undergoer. This hierarchy is a necessary, 
although not always a sufficient condition, since the status of Actor and Under-
goer can also depend on coding and behaviour properties of arguments, which 
surface in language-specific pivots and controllers, united under the heading of 
Privileged Syntactic Arguments (PSA). In a sense, thus, macroroles themselves 
serve a pivotal role in the bidirectional linking algorithm between semantics (sc. 
logical structures) and syntax (see Figure 2), and the notion of macroroles is not 
entirely free of a hybrid (semantico-syntactic) nature (see 2.2).

12. Cf. Van Valin (1991: 162), where Actor and Undergoer are characterized as “the two pri-
mary arguments of a transitive predication, either one of which may be the single argument of 
an intransitive verb”. Cf. furthermore (1991: 162f.): “[Macroroles] correspond to what pretheo-
retically are called ‘logical subject’ and ‘logical object’, but these terms are not used, because 
‘subject’ and ‘object’ are normally used to refer to syntactic, not semantic, relations.”

ACTOR                   UNDERGOER

             
Arg. of   1st arg. of   1st arg. of    2nd arg. of   Arg. of
DO    do’ (x, …   pred’ (x, y)   pred’ (x, y)   pred’ (x)
 [ ’ = increasing markedness of realization of argument as macrorole] 

Figure 1. Actor-Undergoer hierarchy (cit. from Van Valin 2005: 61)
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In the following we will call the highest-ranking argument (henceforth: HRA) 
that argument position which is highest in terms of the AUH. This corresponds 
to the left-most position within the AUH in the logical structure of the respective 
predicative unit: it must be the x-argument of DO, or otherwise the left-most 
argument of M-transitive predicates (= x-argument of left-most do’-predicate), 
but it can even be the Undergoer with M-intransitive state-predicates (see shortly 
below).

The positions on the AUH are determined by logical decomposition based 
on primitive semantic notions ‘borrowed’ from Dowty (1979) and dependent on 
Vendler’s (1967 [1957]) so-called Aktionsarts: States, Activities, Achievements 
and Accomplishments,13 together with a battery of syntactic tests showing (dis)

13. To these four classes Active accomplishments and Semelfactives have been added later; cf. 
Van Valin (2005: 32–42). Vendlerian Aktionsarts have to be understood as aspectual classes of 
predicates on clause level, as admitted by Van Valin himself, e.g., in Van Valin (1991: 159): “The 

SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS: PSA Direct core arguments Oblique core arguments

 Privileged syntactic argument [PSA] selection:
 Highest ranking MR = default (e.g. English)
 Lowest ranking MR = default (e.g. Dyirbal)

SEMANTIC MACROROLES: 

   ACTOR                  UNDERGOER
   Arg. of  1st arg. of  1st arg. of   2nd arg. of  Arg. of
   DO   do’ (x, …  pred’ (x, y)  pred’ (x, y)  pred’ (x)

 Transitivity = No. of macroroles [MRα] 
  Transitive – 2
  Intransitive – 1
  Atransitive = 0

       Argument position in LOGICAL STRUCTURE

       Verb class        Logical structure
     

     STATE         predicate’ (x) or (x, y)
     ACTIVITY       do’ (x, [predicate’ (x) or (x, y)])
     ACHIEVEMENT      INGR predicate’ (x) or (x, y)
     SEMELFACTIVE      SEML predicate’ (x) or (x, y)
     ACCOMPLISHMENT   BECOME predicate’ (x) or (x, y)
     ACTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT
          do’ (x, [predicate’1 (x, (y))]) & INGR predicate’2 (z, x) or (y)
     CAUSATIVE       α CAUSE β, where α, β are LSs of any type

U
ni
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- 
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ec
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c

Figure 2. Summary of RRG linking system (cit. from Van Valin 2005: 129)
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ability for progressive, telic, punctual use. The most primitive classes are states 
and activities. States may be one- or two-place predicates, symbolized as pred’ (x) 
or pred’ (x, y), respectively; Activities contain a do’-predicate. Other aspectual 
classes as well as causative predicates are derived from States and Activities with 
the help of operators (in capital letters; see lower part of Figure 2 and examples 
below); the causative operator conjoins LSs of any kind.14

This way of presenting argument structure and its coding in the syntax has 
the following advantages. First, argument positions are ascribed in a non-circular 
way, since assignments and their hierarchy do not depend on (and are not in-
fluenced by) some preconceived inherent properties of arguments, first of all of 
typical referents associated with animacy or other ontological hierarchies. Labels 
like ‘effector’, ‘perceiver’, ‘cognizer’, ‘experiencer’, ‘theme’, ‘stimulus’ etc. (but also 
‘agent’ and ‘patient’) remain convenient as a mnemotechnic device, but they do 
not have any relevant status for the theory. On the other hand, in many instances 
the coding properties of arguments turn out to depend on referential properties 
or clause-related conditions like individuation, animacy, definiteness or affirma-
tive/negative predication (cf. Haspelmath 2001: 56–59), which since Hopper and 
Thompson (1980) have frequently been shown to influence transitivity on clause 
(or utterance) level. So far RRG has hardly accounted for these factors, and they 
are not easy to include into linking mechanisms like those in Figure 2. However, 
this problem appears to be rather of a technical nature.15 Anyway, for the time 
being note that reference- and clause-related conditions like those analysed with 
great care in Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė (this volume), Nau (this volume), Seržant 
(this volume) have not been paid due attention to so far in RRG.

A second advantage of the approach taken by RRG consists in the following. 
The AUH defined on the basis of logical decomposition allows for a partial ex-
planation of why certain groups of predicates show behaviour that deviates from 
canonical alignment (nom–acc, as for Lithuanian and Icelandic). In short, non-
canonical marking shows up in two constellations. Either there are no arguments 
placed at the ‘edges’ of the AUH, otherwise: the arguments occupy positions in 
the AUH which are very close to each other. See marking patterns like those in 
(8)–(10) and (14)–(15) above. Or there is only an Undergoer (but no Actor):  

Aktionsart of a verb is the basis of its interpretation in a clause, but the interpretation of the 
clause as a whole is not always the same as that of the verb alone.”

14. Ditransitives are decomposed into a hierarchy of more primitive one- or two-place predi-
cates, connected by the cause operator.

15. In principle, reference-related conditions can be accounted for in the decomposition of 
argument NPs, which is done in the form of qualia structures.
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either because there is no other argument at all (see examples (1)–(7)), or because 
a second argument closer to the Actor-pole of the AUH does not show PSA-prop-
erties. The latter situation will be discussed in 3.2.2.8. In either instance, the fact 
that with such predicates no argument is marked with the nominative, indicates 
that for some semantic reason the nominative (as an unmarked structural case) 
is avoided if the HRA is not most agentive; this often implies that the HRA does 
not show a clear contrast to a second argument in terms of ‘distance’ on the AUH. 
From this angle, there is reason to assume that the more a language has predicates 
with non-canonically marked core arguments, the more the semantic nature of 
the arguments (influenced by their ontological characteristics, the degree of af-
fectedness and other things) prevails over syntactic factors. This corresponds to 
the relation between two competing functions of case marking, characterizing vs. 
discriminatory functions: the former functions explain why certain semantic roles 
tend to be coded in identical manner (thus, those which belong under the same 
argument position in Figure 1), whereas the latter functions are useful to explain 
why arguments of the same predicate are usually treated differently in the syntax 
irrespective of their semantic nature (cf. Primus 2009: 262f.). One may assume 
that, in principle, the proportion (type frequency) of verbs with non-canonically 
marked arguments relative to the entire stock of verbs in a given language serves 
as a good indicator of the degree to which the characterizing functions of oblique 
cases prevail over their discriminatory functions (in that same language). English, 
for instance, ‘lumps together’ (neutralizes) very many specific semantic roles for 
syntactic purposes, whereas languages in the Eastern part of Europe (e.g., Lithu-
anian) in general prove more restrictive in this respect, i.e., semantics often pre-
vails over syntactic contrasts in the coding of arguments.

Regardless of this, argument hierarchies remain valid even for characterizing 
functions. By the same token, one can capture the fact that, at least in Lithu-
anian, there are no predicates with co-occurrent dative-marked and instrumen-
tal-marked arguments. This restriction follows from the combination of the two 
rules given in [1] and [2] below.

The basis of lexical entries contains their logical decomposition, and the 
transitivity of predicative units is captured semantically (not in terms of syntac-
tic valency slots), as it depends on the number of macroroles. Predicates with 
two macroroles are M-transitive, if predicates have only one macrorole they are 
M-intransitive, and if they lack either macrorole they are called M-atransitive. 
Thus, for a verb to count as M-transitive, its LS must contain minimally two core 
arguments. However, this is only a necessary condition; in addition, both argu-
ments must behave as macroroles, as with Lith. mėgti ‘like’ in (34). If this condi-
tion is not met, e.g., because the x-argument is not coded with a nom-NP and 
does not show any properties of a PSA (Equi-NP-deletion, control of reflexives, 
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etc.), the verb is classified as M-intransitive (see patikti ‘like, please’ in example 
(35)). If, furthermore, neither argument of a two-place verb shows coding and/
or behavioural properties of privileged syntactic constituents, the verb becomes 
M-atransitive, as occurs with Lith. reikėti ‘need’ in (36) and Icel. vanta ‘need’ in 
(37). If the number of macroroles (and, thus, M-transitivity) cannot be deduced 
from the predicate’s LS per se, its lexical entry is marked as [MR 1] (M-intransi-
tive) or [MR 0] (M-atransitive):

Lithuanian
 (34) Jolytė    mėgsta    obuolius.
  pn.nom  like.prs.3  apple.acc.pl
  ‘Jolytė likes apples.’
  like’ (Jolytė, obuoliai); generalized for mėgti: like’ (x, y)

 (35) Jolytei  patinka  nauja       suknelė.
  pn.dat  like.prs.3 new.nom.sg.f skirt.nom.sg.f
  ‘Jolytė likes her new skirt. / The new skirt pleases Jolytė.’
  like’ (Jolytė, nauja suknelė) [MR 1]; generalized for patikti: like’ (x, y) [MR 1]

 (36) Jolytei  reikia     paramos.
  pn.dat  need.prs.3 support.gen.sg
  ‘Jolytė needs support.’
  need’ (Jolytė, parama) [MR 0], generalized for reikėti: need’ (x, y) [MR 0]

Analogically for Icelandic:
 (37) Siggu   vantar      aðstoð
  pn.acc  need.prs.3SG  support.acc.sg
  ‘Sigga needs support.’

As for M-intransitive predicates, the question arises of whether the single macro-
role has to be qualified as Actor or Undergoer. The answer depends on whether 
the LS contains an Activity predicate or not: if it does, the macrorole is an Actor, 
if not it is an Undergoer.16 For instance, with patikti in (35) we are dealing with 
an Undergoer.

In languages with predominant nom–acc-alignment (like Lithuanian and 
Icelandic) all predicative units coding their non-HRA with the nominative can 
be considered as M-intransitive (see Lith. patikti above). M-atransitive are verbs 
like Lith. pagailėti ‘take pity on/feel pity for’ (or pagailti; see example (15)) and, 
trivially, one-place verbs for which the single argument is not coded with the 

16. See the ‘Default Macrorole Assignment Principles’ in Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: 152f.) 
and Van Valin (2005: 63). M-intransitive predicates with an Actor are usually identical with 
unergatives, M-intransitive predicates with an Undergoer with unaccusatives.
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nominative. As a rule, the single macrorole of M-intransitive predicates which 
fall under our inquiry has to be qualified as an Undergoer, because in their logical 
structure no primitive do’-predicate occurs. Problematic, however, are ‘swarm’- 
and ‘smell’-verbs showing an alternation of loc–nom for the location argument 
and of ins–nom for the source argument, respectively (see 3.2.2.6).

In RRG there are also rules for assigning the dative and the instrumental, 
respectively. Since they are based on logical decomposition and the AUH, these 
rules are claimed to hold irrespective of the alignment type (nom–acc or erg–
abs) and the specific case system of the language at hand. The rule concerning the 
dative is very simple (Van Valin 2005: 110):

[1] Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default).

The validity of this rule becomes immediately obvious with ditransitive verbs of 
languages with inventories of morphological cases like Lithuanian, Russian, or 
German. But it is also quite obvious for all two-place verbs which deviate from 
the canonical nom–acc coding pattern included in the lists in 1.3: state-verbs for 
which the y-argument is nom-coded (like Lith. patikti, Icel. líka, Germ. gefallen 
‘to like, please’) and the x-argument appears in the dative, or, conversely, two-
place verbs for which the x-argument appears in the nominative, but the y-argu-
ment takes the dative (e.g., Lith. padėti, Icel. hjálpa, Germ. helfen ‘help’). 

As concerns the instrumental, the rule goes as follows (Van Valin 2005: 110):

[2] Assign instrumental case to non-MR b argument if, given two arguments, a 
and b, in a logical structure, with (α) both as possible candidates for a par-
ticular macrorole and (β) a is equal or higher (to the left of b) on the AUH, b 
is not selected as that macrorole.

Complicated as this sounds on first sight, it is easy to relate with the structure of 
causal event chains, such as described, among many others, by Croft (1998). If 
causal event chains are broken down into representations of logical decomposi-
tion, they look as in (38c), which is a generalisation of the LS of sentence (38a) (cf. 
Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 121):

 (38) a. Tom is cutting the bread with a knife.
  b. LS:  [do’ (Tom, [use’ (Tom, knife)])]
      CAUSE [[do’ (knife, [cut’ (knife, bread)])] 
      CAUSE [BECOME cut’ (bread)]]
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  c. generalized:
   [do’ (a, [use’ (a, b)])]
   CAUSE [[do’ (b, [act’ (b, c)])] CAUSE [BECOME result’ (c)]]17

The ordering from left to right in (38b) and (38c) iconically reflects the compo-
nents of causal event chains. If we now ‘cut off ’ the part until the first CAUSE-
operator, we ‘lose’ variable a, which represents the highest-ranking argument in 
terms of the AUH. We are left with b as the next highest in this hierarchy. Since 
condition (β) of the assignment rule in [2] does not obtain any more, b now can 
become Actor and be coded as a PSA (nominatival subject):

 (38) d. The knife cuts the bread.
  e. [do’ (Tom, [use’ (Tom, knife)])] CAUSE
   [[do’ (knife, [cut’ (knife, bread)])] CAUSE [BECOME cut’ (bread)]]

Rule [2] thus formulates the internal hierarchy between animate agents (conscious 
instigators) and instruments and explains under which condition instruments 
can be coded as a PSA in the nominative.18 The question however is whether 
they really do get coded in the nominative. Furthermore, this hierarchy-based 
rule cannot capture the use of the Lithuanian instrumental for the description of 
illnesses or weather phenomena. These denote states and do not involve any hu-
man effector. We will come to these issues in Section 3.2.2.8. In Section 3 we will 
also draw attention to instances in which logical decomposition does not supply a 
reliable key for a distinction between argument and adjunct status, nor for deter-
mining the number of core arguments.

2.2 Comparison to some other frameworks

RRG owes a lot to Dowty’s decompositional semantics (see 2.1), and its macro-
role concept resembles Dowty’s (1991) notion of agent and patient proto-roles. 
A crucial difference exists in that Dowty accepts prototype features as defining 
properties of specific semantics roles (and their typical syntactic behaviour). In 
practically all other respects Dowty’s framework can be considered as possibly 
the one that is closest to RRG. Among other things, the proto-roles are char-
acterized in sets of opposed features (causing vs. caused, physically active vs. 

17. act’ is meant as joker for any kind of (goal-directed) activity, result’ as a joker represent-
ing any state resulting from that activity. Instead of BECOME, INGR is imaginable as well; for 
the causal event structure the difference between both aspectual operators is irrelevant.

18. Similar observations on role hierarchies have been made in other (mostly non-decomposi-
tional) approaches, too (cf. Primus 2009: 264f. for a brief survey).
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physically changed, etc.). For a concise overview of other approaches based on 
semantic primitives, decomposition and/or relational structure of arguments cf. 
Butt (2009: 34–38).

As has been pointed out recently by Haspelmath (2011), most prominent 
theories in the field of alignment typology rest on assumptions about hierarchies 
(or contrasts) of semantic roles (as arguments of predicates) which betray a mix-
ture of semantic and syntactic notions. Together with this, different alignment 
frameworks mostly yield identical (or at least very similar) results in their classi-
fication of numerical valency and the treatment of coding patterns which deviate 
from some accepted prototypical (or default) alignment of transitive, as well as of 
ditransitive, predicates (as well as in attempts to give non-circular definitions of 
transitivity in relation to the coding of core arguments). However, as a rule, most 
frameworks implicitly apply their notions as both descriptive and comparative 
concepts, and they are rather ‘sloppy’ in, or altogether tacit about, borderline in-
stances of argument vs. adjunct status. In these respects RRG is no real exception. 
Since a comprehensive discussion of these issues clearly goes beyond the aims of 
this contribution, the following short comparison with the Dixonian approach 
may suffice.

Dixon’s (1994) core arguments A, O, S, E are conceived of as grammatical 
categories. They do not show one-to-one relationships with semantic roles (Agent, 
Patient, Experiencer, etc.). A and O exist only as correlative notions, whereas the 
relation between S and E is asymmetric: E is in opposition (or: complementa-
ry) to S, but S does not need (or imply) E. All four categories are to be regard-
ed as prototypes, which are partially defined on semantic grounds (cf. Onishi 
2001: 2f.) They are thus hybrid categories. While the notion of macroroles in RRG 
is not deprived of hybrid nature as well (see 2.1), they do not rely on prototypes 
and coincidences with Dixon’s notions are only partial. For instance, on the one 
hand, an Undergoer coincides with a prototypical O, and S most probably shows 
the properties of an Undergoer if the predicate cannot be decomposed with a 
do‘-predicate. On the other hand, prototypical A is coextensive with an Actor, but 
the latter represents S if the predicate is one-place and has to be decomposed with 
a primitive do’-predicate. Anyway, these are only coextensions, but the notions 
are intensionally different.

One striking thing in Onishi’s (2001) typological overview of non-canoni-
cally marked core arguments is that he does not mention the instrumental at all.19 

19. In Lithuanian (and Slavic), the instrumental regularly shows up in causative ditransitives 
other than transfer verbs (in the broadest sense), and also as the case coding the instrument, 
the means (which may or may not be controlled by an agent/instigator), or some natural force 
(see 3.2.2.8).
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Dixon (1994) does not mention the instrumental as a case marking E (in the 
extended intransitive pattern) either. The typical case to be used in a S–E core 
argument relation seems to be the dative (which also shows up as E in ditransi-
tives in languages like German, Icelandic, Lithuanian and the Slavic ones). Does 
this mean that, from a typological perspective, the instrumental is not involved 
in non-canonical marking? As shown in 2.1, the instrumental can be treated as a 
core argument if it represents a segment within a causal event chain. The general 
neglect of the instrumental as a core argument in the typological literature may 
have been caused by the crosslinguistically frequent interference (or polyfunc-
tionality) of the instrumental with functions other than the instrument (or the 
means), first of all with the ergative or the passive agent, with manner or comita-
tive (cf. Malchukov & Narrog 2009: 529; Narrog 2009).

3. A first analysis of verb classes and case marking patterns  
 in Lithuanian and Icelandic

In this section we will describe our methods used for data collection, and pres-
ent the preliminary results of our analysis together with considerations on some 
problems to be treated more systematically in subsequent research.

3.1 Provenance of the data

We have selected our database from dictionaries and from published linguistic 
works. For Icelandic there already existed a list compiled by Jónsson (1998). As 
for Lithuanian, we needed to compile and create lists ourselves. We have checked 
systematically the three volumes of Lietuvių kalbos veiksmažodžių junglumo žody-
nas by Sližienė (2004; henceforth NS) and two dictionaries of modern Lithuanian: 
Dabartinės Lietuvių Kalbos Žodynas (2000, DLKŽ) and the electronic online ver-
sion of Lietuvių Kalbos Žodynas (LKŽe). All items were entered into Excel files. 
For claims made below many items have been checked in the electronic corpus of 
modern Lithuanian (Lietuvių kalbos tekstynas, LKT) and with selective question-
naires presented to native speakers.

At present our lists still show some gaps, but they suffice for the purpose of 
this report paper. Since we have already checked existing dictionaries more or less 
systematically, we are quite confident that only exceptional coding patterns (and 
their alternations) have evaded our attention and that the overall proportion of 
groups given below will not change too much when the database assumes a more 
complete stage. In the discussion below we have included some additional units 
not yet entered in the database, if they helped illustrate some specific point.
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3.2 The coding patterns and lexical groupings

The data have been classified according to the following criteria:

i. lexical groups;
ii. coding patterns and, if more than one pattern is attested for a predicative 

item, their alternations.

Apart from that, we have checked whether the respective items have alternative 
codings that conform to the canonical nom-acc-pattern and, if so, whether and 
to what extent differences in case choice correlate with differences in meaning.

We have not yet systematically checked for whether the given verb permits a 
clausal argument (= non-first order argument). This amounts to Dixon’s (1991) 
distinction between two classes of predicates, Primary-A and Primary-B; cf.  
Onishi (2001: 24): “Primary-A […] never take complement clauses (e.g. ‘run’, ‘hit’, 
‘eat’ and ‘give’) and Primary-B which may allow a complement clause to fill a 
core function slot (e.g., ‘think’, ‘see’, ‘like’ and ‘surprise’).” This analysis requires a 
separate study and exceeds the scope of this exploratory paper (see however end 
of Section 3.2.2.3).

3.2.1 The lexical groups
Let us begin with the lexical groups. We grouped the verbs into the following 
classes:

(lex1) meteorological
Verbs referring to natural or meteorological (climatic etc.) phenomena. Exam-
ples: Lith. aušti ‘dawn’, apdrėbti ‘cover with snow’, Icel. daga ‘dawn’, fenna ‘cover 
with snow’.

(lex2) quantifying
Verbs predicating some aspects of quantification. Mostly this concerns changes 
in the amount or number of the respective object denoted, which in Lithuanian 
is consistently coded with the genitive (see 3.2.2.5). For instance, Lith. apstėti, 
daugėti ‘increase, grow’, pakakti, užtekti ‘suffice’, stokoti, stigti, trūkti ‘lack’; Icel. 
fjölga ‘increase’, vaxa ‘increase, grow’, fækka ‘diminish’, duga, nægja ‘suffice’, bresta, 
skorta, vanta ‘lack’.

Existential and presentational sentences also belong to the field of quantifica-
tion. In Lithuanian they are consistently marked with the genitive if an indefinite 
quantity is indicated (cf. Seržant, this volume). However, we have not counted 
verbs in constructions like (39) where the genitive is not licenced by the verb or 
with explicit quantifiers, such as a numeral (40):
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 (39) Šiandien  pas mus    yra    / atėjo      svečių.
  today    at  we.acc  be.prs.3 / come.pst.3  guest.gen.pl
  ‘Today (some) guests stay at our place / with us.’

 (40) Mergaitei yra    10 metų.
  girl.dat  be.pst.3   year.gen.pl
  ‘The girl is ten years old.’

The reason is that we are first and foremost interested in the properties of lexemes, 
not of constructions.

(lex3) physiological
Verbs denoting some kind or other of bodily experience, usually connected with 
an illness or unpleasant feeling. The difference with regard to emotive predicates 
(see next group) is that the feeling shows direct physiological symptoms; for in-
stance, Lith. atleisti ‘release’, kratyti ‘shake’, purtyti ‘shake’ (non-literal ‘be disgust-
ed’) or berti (išberti) ‘scatter, cover (e.g., with pimples)’:

 (41) Jam    veidą     beria     spuogais: 
  he.dat  face.acc cover.prs.3 pimple.ins.pl
  vaikui   petį        votimis   išbėrė.
  child.dat shoulder.acc  ulcer.ins  cover_up.pst.3
  ‘His face becomes covered with pimples: the child’s shoulder has been covered 

with ulcers.’  (NS, sub verbo)

Note that in Lithuanian such predicates often go with an external possessor, which 
is coded in the dative. In Icelandic the use of external possessors is much more 
restricted. On this issue see further 3.2.2.1.

Icel. verkja ‘ache’, klæja ‘itch’, svíða ‘hurt’, blæða ‘bleed’ and also less direct 
physiological symptoms: svima ‘feel dizzy’, klígja, velgja ‘feel nauseated’, as well 
as verbs denoting improvement in health (Icel. batna, Lith. gerėti ‘get better’) or 
decline in health (Icel. deprast, lakra, versna ‘get worse’).

(lex4) emotive
Verbs referring to emotional states, either negative or positive; for instance Lith. 
atsibosti ‘become bored’, prailgti ‘be tired of ’, rūpėti ‘worry, be concerned’, patikti 
‘like’, vilioti ‘be attracted to’, Icel. leiðast ‘be bored’, lengjast ‘be tired of ’, óa við, 
ugga ‘be afraid, fear’, langa ‘want’, líka ‘like’.

(lex5) epistemic
This term is to be taken broadly, since it refers to mental states based on some 
kind or other of impression. All seem-verbs belong here (Lith. atrodyti, rodytis, 
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dėtis, nusiduoti etc., Icel. sýnast, virðast, þykja), but also some closely related ones 
like Lith. matytis or šviestis ‘look like, appear’ as in 

 (42) J-oms       švieči-a-si,      kad   taip     bu-s      ger-ai.
  they.f.dat.pl  appear.prs3.refl  comp  this_way  cop.fut.3  good.adv
  ‘They understood [from some impression] that this way it will be alright.’

This class can sensibly be united with perceptual verbs (see lex6), but, jointly with 
the latter ones, should be clearly distinguished from fructitive verbs (see lex8).

(lex6) perceptual
Here we mean verbs denoting impressions transmitted via some concrete sensory 
experience. For Lithuanian we have found only verbs referring to olfactory expe-
rience (Lith. dvokti ‘stink’, dvelkti ‘smell’), as for Icelandic we find verbs referring 
to auditory experience heyrast ‘hear,’ misheyrast ‘mishear’ or visual missýnast ‘fail 
to see’ and of taste bragðast ‘taste’ 

 (43) Líklega   misheyrðist     mér.
  probably  mishear.pst.3SG  1sg.dat 
  ‘I probably misheard.’

(lex7) cognitive
This group consists of cognitive verbs such as Lith. sapnuotis ‘dream’, dingtelėti 
‘come to mind’,  užkristi ‘forget’ and Icel. dreyma ‘dream’, gruna ‘suspect’, furða ‘be 
surprised’.

(lex8) fructitive
As fructitive we qualify verbs which denote successful or, if negated, unsuccessful 
performances of some action (achievement of a goal). For instance, Lith. klotis, 
sektis, eitis, nutikti ‘succeed’ (44), taikytis ‘manage, happen’ (45), Icel. auðnast, 
lánast, takast ‘succeed, manage’ (48), farnast (49), ganga ‘do well/badly’. Some of 
them denote happenings; for instance, Lith. tekti1 ‘fall into one’s lot’, sukakti ‘pass 
(about anniversaries)’ (47), Icel. áskotnast ‘get by accident’ (50).

Lithuanian
 (44) Jiems       sekasi       (su   darbu).
  they.dat.m.pl succeed.prs.3 with work.ins
  ‘They are doing well with (their) work.’
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 (45) Kartais    ir   aklai        vištai        taikosi 
  sometimes even blind.dat.sg.f  hen.dat.sg.f   happen.prs.3
  grūdą       rasti.
  grain.acc.sg  find.inf
  ‘Sometimes even a blind hen happens to find a grain.’

 (46) Jam    teko    garbė      pristatyti     miesto    merą.
  he.dat  get.pst.3 honor.nom  introduce.inf  town.gen  mayor.acc
  ‘He got the honor of introducing the mayor of the city.’

 (47) Dėdei       sukako          75 metai.
  grandpa.dat  come_to_age.pst.3    year.nom
  ‘Grandpa has reached the age of 75.’

Icelandic
 (48) Henni  auðnaðist      að ljúka     prófi 
  she.dat manage.pst.3sg  to finish.inf  exam.dat
  ‘She managed to finish her exam.’

 (49) Þeim    farnaðist vel    á  nýja  staðnum 
  they.dat  do_well.pst.3sg at new  place
  ‘They did well in the new place.’

 (50) Mér     áskotnaðist  þessi bók      um   daginn 
  1sg.dat  get.pst.3SG  this  book.nom  about  day.acc
  ‘I got this book the other day.’

The common denominator behind these verbs is that per se they do not denote 
any particular event or process,20 but serve to assert (or ask for) something that 
can be checked as true or false. Some of them belong to Dixon’s (1991) class of 
‘Secondary verbs’; such predicates supply a “semantic modification of some other 
verb, with which they are in syntactic or morphological construction” (quoted 
after Onishi 2001: 24). Some of them behave like control verbs (e.g., examples 
(45)–(46)). We have chosen the somewhat ‘exotic’ term ‘fructitive’,21 since we do 
not want this class to be confused with factive predicates in the classical sense, 
i.e., with predicates for which the complement is logically presupposed and thus 
true even if the complement-taking predicate is negated (e.g., Lith. Visiems buvo /
Niekam nebuvo gaila, kad P ‘Everybody / Nobody regretted that P’ → P holds in 
either case). In some cases this assertion is linked up with subjective evaluation 

20. Some of the predicates subsumed under ‘happenings’ include also verbs with rather con-
crete descriptive content, but with a very limited range of collocations (e.g., Lith. sukakti in 
example (47)).

21. The term was proposed by Wayles Browne.
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(compare, for instance, examples (44) and (49)), but it differs from a purely emo-
tional reaction.

(lex9) modal
Most of these are auxiliaries, i.e., verb-like lexemes that have lost their argument 
structure and combine with the infinitive of a ‘full’ verb contributing the lexical 
meaning (and the argument structure) to a single, but complex predicate; com-
pare Lith. derėti2, tekti2, Icel. bera ‘be obliged to’. In both languages all modal com-
plex predicates which are of concern here code the HRA of the lexical verb in the 
dative (see examples (51)–(52)). It would thus be most correct to say that this 
dative argument “belongs” to the lexical verb, but that the entire modal complex 
requires it to be coded with the dative; for instance:

Lithuanian
 (51) Tau     tenka       nueiti       ten    pačiam.
  2sg.dat  have_to.prs.3  go(away).inf  there   self.dat.m.sg
  ‘You have to go there yourself / alone.’

Icelandic
 (52) Mér     ber         að fara   einni.
  1sg.dat  bear.prs.3sg   leave.inf  alone.dat.f.sg
  ‘I have to go alone.’

Other items behave like control verbs. A case in point is Lith. praversti ‘be worth, 
advisable, useful’ (see example (53a)), which could also be included into the next 
subgroup (lex10) especially if used with a first-order NP (see example (53b)):

Lithuanian
 (53) a. Tau     praverstų      turėti    guminius batus.
   2sg.dat  be_worth.sbjv.3 have.inf  rubber   boots.acc

   ‘It would be good for you to have (= put on / take with you) rubber boots.’
  b. Tau     praverstų      guminiai  batai.
   2sg.dat  be_worth.sbjv.3 rubber   boots.nom
   ‘Rubber boots would come in handy for you.’

(lex10) suitability, appropriateness
In Icelandic, there are a couple of verbs denoting the notion of appropriateness: 
hæfa, henta, passa, haga, láta, fara. In Lithuanian we have found tikti, derėti1 and 
praversti mentioned in lex9.
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Lithuanian
 (54) Mėsos     ir   pūkų     gamybai       tinka 
  meat.gen  and  down.gen  production.dat  suit.prs.3
  mūsų  lietuviškos         vištinės žąsys. (Žemės ūkis, 1997)
  our   Lithuanian.nom.pl.f  goose.nom.pl
  ‘Our Lithuanian geese are well suited for the production of meat and down.’

Icelandic
 (55) Honum hentar     ekki  að vera í  skóla 
  He.dat  suit.prs.3sg  not  be.inf  in school 
  ‘Being in school does not suit him.’

We want to stress that the lexical classes are not conceived of as mutually exclu-
sive, although we have put each lexeme only into one class. Fortunately, only a 
few items raise problems concerning their classification into these lexical groups. 
We have already mentioned Lith. praversti. Another problematic item is Lith. 
knibždėti ‘swarm, teem’, which can be considered both a perceptual verb and a 
verb marked for its feature of indefinite quantity. We have included it into the 
perceptual group (lex6). Yet another item in point is Lith. reikėti1 ‘need’ (with a 
first-order, not a clausal argument), which combines emotive and quantificational 
semantics (and has been included into the latter group, lex2).

As concerns now the preliminary picture, let us have a look at Figure 3, which 
shows the type frequencies and proportions of the lexical groups distinguished 
above.

With regard to Lithuanian a caveat is necessary. This figure and the following 
ones do not account for 38 items with prefixes that can be considered as phasal 
(and thus purely temporal) modifications of activity verbs or as resultative (com-
pletive) specifications of mutative verbs (e.g., ap-aušti ‘dawn’) or of diffuse ac-
tive-accomplishment verbs (e.g., api-berti ‘cover (up)’). 

Lithuanian is very productive in verb-internal stem derivation, both with 
prefixes and suffixes. The derivational patterns are very heterogeneous as for the 
possible contributions to the meaning of the derived stem (for a survey over pre-
fixation cf. Wiemer 2013: 225–227). Relevant for our present concern is the fact 
that prefixes need not alter the lexical meaning of the deriving stem, they may 
also just modify the temporal character of the situation denoted by the deriving 
stem.22 There are basically two types. In one type the prefixes focus on one of the 

22. Temporal modifications as well as lexical modifications which turn an atelic simplex into a 
telic prefixed verb stem can, but need not, be accompanied by an intransitive-transitive change 
(e.g., dribti ‘fall’ → ap-dribti ‘fall upon, cover up’, likti ‘remain’ → pa-likti ‘leave’, snigti ‘snow’ → 
pri-snigti ‘cover with snow’).
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phases of an activity (i.e., atelic) verb, thus being simply ingressive, egressive or 
semelfactive modifications of atelic stems (e.g., baisėti-s ‘be afraid’ → pa-si-baisė-
ti [the same], bosti ‘be weary of ’ → at-si-bosti, nu-si-bosti ‘get weary of ’, daigyti 
‘stitch’ → su-daigyti ‘begin to stitch, stitch suddenly’, pa-daigyti ‘to stitch’, diegti 
‘stitch’ → už-diegti ‘begin to stitch’), or they serve to set a temporal limit to the per-
formed action (e.g., pa-diegti ‘hurt for a while’).23 Another type of temporal mod-
ification applies to mutative verbs (like aušti ‘dawn’) and to verb stems that are 
diffuse as for their telic or atelic character (= Active accomplishments in RRG). In 
these cases the prefix interacts with the heterogeneous nature of phases and the 
inherent boundary of the deriving stems. The ‘output’ of this interaction is a resul-
tative (or otherwise: completive) focus on the verbal action; this, in turn, can be 
accompanied by a holistic effect (on which cf. Lenartaitė 2011: Ch. 4.3). Compare, 
for instance, berti ‘cover’ → api-berti, iš-berti ‘cover up’, dribti ‘cover with snow’ → 
ap-dribti ‘cover up totally with snow’; compare the following pair of verbs:

 (56) Drimba       lauke     sniegas     ubago     kąsniais. 
  fall, cover.prs.3  outdoors  snow.nom  beggar.gen  bit.ins.pl
  ‘Outdoors snow covers everything with huge flocks.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

23. Overlaps between both subkinds of this type of temporal modification are possible and 
should be considered item by item. Temporal delimitation is associated to the prefix pa-, in-
gressive meaning with už-; however, pa- can also be used as a marker of ingression.
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of their highest-ranking argument (HRA) in Lithuanian and Icelandic
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 (57) Apdribo      mane    visą,       visus       mano drabužius.
  cover_up.pst.3  1sg.acc  all.acc.sg.m  all.acc.pl.m  my   clothes.acc.pl
  ‘It has covered me all over, all my clothes.’  (NS, sub verbo)

Therefore, from all counts concerning Lithuanian we have excluded prefixed verbs 
with either kind of modification. We furthermore excluded all morphologically 
derived verbs whose affixes did not show any discernible difference of meaning 
in comparison to the bases from which they derive (e.g., rodyti-s → pa-si-rodyti 
‘seem’, dėti-s → su-si-dėti ‘seem’), or if they happen to be derived from the same ba-
sis with a variant of the same suffix (e.g., purt-in-ti and purt-y-ti ‘shake’, both being 
morphological causatives with -in- and -y- in rather free distribution). Altogether 
such cases amount to 38 (≈16%) out of 229 verb stems. If we did not exclude 
these instances, the comparison with Icelandic would be skewed, because Icelan-
dic verbal prefixes do not cause the kind of temporal modification that we see in 
Lithuanian and do not show derivational verbal morphology without changes of 
lexical meaning.

Let us now go on with the basic counts of the Icelandic verbs (Figure 3). 
There are also caveats necessary for Icelandic. We have excluded idiomatic con-
structions with dative external possessors. These constructions are included in 
traditional accounts on oblique subjects such as the list of Bernódusson (1982), 
Jónsson (1998). These datives are possessive, because their referent is the pos-
sessor of an inalienable entity, very often a body part. They are not justified by 
the valency of the verb and therefore we exclude them from our list (see further 
3.2.2.1 on Icelandic external possessors). We have also excluded other idiomatic 
expressions such as 

 (58) Honum féll        allur       ketill      í   eld
  he.dat  fell.pst.3sg  all.nom.sg.m kettle.nom  in  fire 
  ‘He was stupefied.’

 (59) Henni  féllust      hendur
  she.dat fell.pst.3pl  hand.nom.pl
  ‘She gave up.’

Having in mind that the figures are based on different sum totals of verb items 
for both languages (see Figures 3–6) and that we have not yet conducted tests on 
significance, some differences between Lithuanian and Icelandic become evident 
already from a more cursory comparison. There are no meteorological verbs with 
a dative argument in Lithuanian, while Icelandic has at least some. Icelandic also 
shows a larger proportion of verbs denoting physiological phenomena with a da-
tive-HRA, whereas this lexical group is the absolutely dominating one for the 
accusative-coded HRA in Lithuanian, for which also the proportion of emotive 
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and epistemic verbs with a dative-HRA is considerably larger. In turn, Icelan-
dic has many more fructitive verbs for both dative- and accusative-coded HRA, 
while Lithuanian has none with accusative-coded HRA. There are no epistem-
ic, perceptual or modal verbs with accusative-marked HRA in either language; 
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Figure 4. Proportion of the lexical groups of verbs with DAT-coded (HRA)  
in Lithuanian and Icelandic
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in this respect these lexical groups remarkably differ from emotive verbs. As for 
genitive-coded HRA, Lithuanian shows a restriction to the ‘quantity’-group, but 
anyway in both languages such verbs are in a clear minority against verbs with a 
dative- or accusative-coded HRA.

Now, let us comment on Dative Sickness in Icelandic. Dative Sickness 
(DS), or dative substitution, is a well-known phenomenon and has been in-
tensively studied (cf. Svavarsdóttir 1982; Zaenen et al. 1985; Halldórsson 1982;  
Rögnvaldsson 1983; Svavarsdóttir et al. 1984; Smith 1994; Eythórsson 2000a, b, 
2002; Smith 2001; Barðdal 2001a: 134–138, 2004, 2008; Minger 2002; Jónsson 
2003; Jónsson & Eythórsson 2005; Friðriksson 2008). It refers to a change or, more 
properly, a variation that occurs to a considerable degree at the level of the indi-
vidual speaker in the case marking of the HRA, more precisely: when accusative 
is replaced by dative. For instance,

 (60) Mig     vantar      hníf      >  Mér    vantar      hníf
  1sg.acc  need.prs.3sg knife.acc >  1sg.dat  need.prs.3sg  knife.acc
  ‘I need a knife.’
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Figure 6. Proportion of the lexical groups of verbs with GEN-coded (HRA)  
in Lithuanian and Icelandic
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This change has been documented for other Germanic languages, such as Ger-
man, Old English, Faroese.24 DS only affects acc-marked HRAs that can qualify 
as experiencers (animate, usually human). Among the respective verbs are bresta 
‘lack’, dreyma ‘dream’, gruna ‘suspect’, hrylla við ‘shudder at’, hungra ‘hunger’, iðra 
‘repent, regret’, kitla ‘tickle’, klígja ‘feel nauseated, sick’, langa ‘want’, lengja eftir 
‘long for’, skorta ‘lack’, sundla ‘feel dizzy’, svengja ‘feel, hungry’, svima ‘feel dizzy’, 
svíða ‘smart, sting’, syfja ‘grow sleepy’, ugga ‘fear’, undra ‘wonder, surprise’, vanta 
‘lack, need’, verkja ‘hurt, ache’, þrjóta ‘run short of, lack’, þverra ‘decrease’, þyrsta 
‘feel thirsty’.

Table 1 shows to what extent the lexical groups can be affected by DS.
With meteorological verbs, instead, inanimate accusative (or dative) marked 

HRAs are often replaced by the nominative (‘Nominative Sickness’); for instance:

 (61) Storminn  lægði         > Stormurinn  lægði 
  wind.acc  subside.pst.3SG  >  wind.nom   subside.pst.3SG
  ‘The wind subsided.’

There is a difference among the lexical groups for which DS can occur. It is more 
prevalent with verbs of need and lack (e.g., vanta ‘lack’), emotive verbs (e.g., að 
langa ‘want’) and physiological verbs (e.g., kitla ‘tickle’), but it is less common 
among cognitive verbs as dreyma ‘dream’ and gruna ‘suspect’, which can even oc-
cur with nominative subject (Jónsson & Eythórsson 2005: 233).  

DS has been attested in Latvian (Seržant 2013b: Ch. 3.2), but it does not oc-
cur in Lithuanian. We are however not that sure with respect to an equivalent of 

24. In German it is already documented in mediaeval times (Seefranz-Montag 1983: 162–163). 
The spreading in Icelandic is much later, probably in the second half of the 19th century, but the 
onset is earlier, as can be seen by a few isolated examples from older texts (Halldórsson 1982). 

Table 1. Lexical groups affected by Dative Sickness in Icelandic

Number %

meteorol.   0  0.0
quantifying  15 14.2
physiological  49 46.2
emotive  20 18.9
epistemic   0  0.0
cognitive  22 20.8
perceptual   0 0.0
fructitive   0 0.0
modal   0 0.0
suit   0 0.0
Σ 106
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Nominative Sickness in Lithuanian. One can come across a nom- vs. acc-alter-
nation of the single argument of meteorological verbs as in (62) (registered by the 
LKŽe, sub verbo):

 (62) a. Upė      šąla. 
   river.nom  freeze.prs.3
   ‘The river is freezing.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)
  b. Jau     langą      šąla. 
   already   window.acc freeze.prs.3
   lit. ‘(it) is already freezing the window.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

We cannot be sure which alternative is the diachronically earlier one, in particular 
if the chronological order between nom- and acc-marking corresponds to the 
nom>acc-order stated for Lithuanian ‘pain/ache’-verbs by Seržant (2013a).

3.2.2 Patterns of coding
Now let us turn to the coding patterns. As much as possible, we distinguish be-
tween one- and two-place verbs, although some problems arise with determining 
the number of arguments. We must confess that we have been unable to sup-
ply reliable criteria applicable to all critical cases encountered. We therefore have 
largely restricted ourselves to more or less elaborate discussions on the reasons 
for this difficulty. For the same reason the tables below do not separate one- and 
two-place predicates.

Two things can be said in advance. First, we have not encountered any con-
vincing cases of adpositional marking of core arguments for those groups of 
predicates which satisfied our selection condition, namely: that the HRA would 
be marked other than with the nominative. Second, we have not come across 
non-canonical coding with three arguments; in fact, this seems hardly imagin-
able, because it would practically amount to a weird constellation without a pro-
totypical agent (argument of DO in the AUH), but with a causer (= x-argument 
of do’) and two arguments closer to the Undergoer-pole of the AUH. Apart from 
this, another caveat concerning the empirical picture is in place, which we dwell 
upon in the next subsection.

3.2.2.1 External possessors 
In Lithuanian, but not in Icelandic, inalienable possession is regularly indicat-
ed by a so-called external possessor, i.e., a dative-NP whose referent stands in a 
natural part-whole relationship to another referent of the situation denoted by 
the predicate, but which is given independent syntactic status outside of argu-
ment NPs. It is thus treated like an additional argument in the core, although it is 
not (on any account) licensed by the verb; instead it must be interpreted via the  
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argument-NP to which it shows the part-whole (or ‘possessive’) relationship. Com-
pare two different uses of the dative as a possessor (63) and an experiencer (64):

 (63) Ligoniui     atėmė       rankas    ir   kojas.
  patient.dat   take_off.pst.3  arms.acc  and  legs.acc
  ‘The patient was deprived of his/her arms and legs [because of a natural 

force].’  (NS, sub verbo)

 (64) Jonui   skauda    galvą    /  galva.
  pn.dat  ache.prs.3  head.acc /  head.nom
  ‘Jonas has a headache.’ (lit. ‘To Jonas (it) hurts the head / the head hurts.’)

The dative-NP ligoniui in (63) denotes a referent who is to be thought of as the 
natural and, thus, inalienable ‘whole’ with regard to the referent of the object-NPs 
rankas ir kojas (here atimti ‘take off ’ denotes a physiological process resp. event 
not controlled by a human agent). The dative-NP Jonui in (64) denotes the same 
kind of relationship w.r.t. the NP galvą (galva). However, only in (64) can the NP 
which denotes the part be omitted (64a), while it cannot in the former instance 
without yielding a nonsensical, at best elliptical utterance (63a):

 (63) a.  *Ligoniui atėmė.

 (64) a. Jonui skauda.

Obviously, for an external possessor to be interpretable the part with which it 
is mutually related has to be made explicit. The predicate requires only the con-
stituent which denotes the most patient-like participant of the action, while the 
inalienable possessor itself is ‘licensed’ only via its mutual association with this 
patient-like participant. The situation for skaudėti is different, because no pa-
tient-like argument is required; the dative-NP denoting the affected person is li-
censed by the verb itself, and it therefore is not to be characterized as an external 
possessor.25 We will come back to this point in connection with ‘ache’-verbs (see 
3.2.2.9). 

As concerns external possessors in Icelandic, there is a syntactic restriction 
imposed on the distribution of possessive datives. They are limited within a prep-
ositional phrase which denotes the static position of an entity belonging to the 
semantics of the sentence: 

 (65) Hún    settist     á  bak      hestinum
  she.nom  sit.pst.3SG  on back.acc  horse.dat
  ‘She sat on the back of the horse.’

25. We thank Axel Holvoet for having brought this to our attention.
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Even provided this condition holds, the possessive dative is rare and consid-
ered very formal or poetic, and it can alternate with other constructions (cf. 
Höskuldur Thráinsson 2005: 217–219). It occurs though quite often in idiomatic 
expressions: 

 (66) Sigrúnu kom         ekki dúr       á   auga 
  pn.dat  come.pst.3SG  not  sleep.nom   on  eye.dat
  ‘Sigrún got no sleep at all.’ (idiom.)  (Jónsson’s list)

 (67) Sigrúnu lá       mikið     á  hjarta 
  pn.dat  lie.pst.3SG  a lot.nom  on heart.dat
  ‘Sigrún was very anxious.’  (Jónsson’s list)

 (68) Sigrúnu vafðist      tunga      um     tönn
  pn.dat  wind.pst.3SG  tongue.nom  around   tooth.acc
  ‘Sigrún was at a loss for an answer.’ (idiom.)

In Icelandic, there is another pattern for marking an external possessor, which 
occurs, for instance, with predicates denoting somebody’s state of health or a un-
pleasant physiological experience. In this pattern the possessor gets marked with 
the accusative: accposs – í + PPbody_part. We will comment on that in 3.2.2.4.

3.2.2.2 Rough proportions of patterns
Table 2 supplies the type frequencies classified by the oblique cases used for mark-
ing the HRA.

3.2.2.3 Verbs taking accusative arguments
The most obvious fact is the high number of acc-coded HRA in Lithuanian (see 
Figure 5). The absolute majority of them are verbs denoting unpleasant physio-
logical experience. Here a sort of mismatch between argument positions in log-
ical decomposition and syntactic coding appears. The LS of predicates with one 

Table 2. Lithuanian and Icelandic one- and two-place verbs distinguishing  
the case of the HRA

Lithuanian Icelandic

N % N %

ACC 109 54.5 183 42.2
DAT  77 38.5 244 56.2
GEN   9  4.5   7  1.6
INS   3  1.5 absent absent
LOC   2  1.0 absent absent
Σ 200 434
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syntactic valency consists of the primitive predicate feel’ (x, [pred’]), with pred’ 
being a joker for any sort of appropriate state. Compare an example for deginti 
‘burn (trans.)’:

 (69) a. Šiąnakt    mane   labai  degino.
   this_night  1sg.acc  very   burn.pst.3
   ‘This night I felt hot.’ (lit. ‘(it) burned me’)  (LKŽe, sub verbo)
  b. feel’ (1sg, hot’) [MR1], MR=acc

In logical decomposition these predicates appear with two argument positions 
of which the second one (y) is occupied by a one-place state predicate; see (69b). 
The mismatch may probably be explained by lexical incorporation of this state 
predicate (hot’) into the meaning of the verb root: deg-in-ti ‘burn (tr.), set on fire’ 
is the morphological causative of deg-ti ‘burn (intr.)’, and this lexical feature is 
the basis of the metaphorical transfer underlying the meaning extensions of such 
‘impersonal’ verbs (see below).

Regardless of this, the state can be modified by an aspectual operator, and 
the reason for the (change of) state can be indicated in Lithuanian by a NP in the 
nominative (70) or a PP (71), but not by an instrumental NP, and in Icelandic by 
a PP (72):

 (70) Sukrėtė   mane    šaltis.
  jolt.pst.3  1sg.acc  frost.nom
  ‘The frost shook me.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

 (71) Joną   purto       nuo  šalčio.  (vs. *šalčiu)
  pn.acc  shake.prs.3   from frost.gen   frost.ins
  lit. ‘(it) is shaking Jonas from the frost.’

 (72) Mig     verkjaði      af hungri.
  1sg.acc  hurt.pst.3SG   of hunger.dat
  ‘I was aching from hunger.’

The LS for sentences (70)–(72) looks basically identical:

 (73) [do’ (šaltis, Ø)] CAUSE [BECOME feel’ (Jonas/1sg, cold’)] .

The question is whether the part to the left of the CAUSE-operator can be con-
sidered as still incorporated into the verb meaning if the verb is used without a 
nominatival subject indicating the cause (reason). Moreover, in Lithuanian, apart 
from nom-NPs and PPs the reason can often be marked with the instrumental 
(see 3.2.2.8), but not for all ‘physiological’ verbs (see example (71)). Among the 
next tasks of the project we will have to establish (i) which factors influence the 
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choice of these three “rival” devices of marking the reason (force, source, cause) of 
physiological states, (ii) their relative frequency, (iii) their argument status.

Other syntactically one-place verbs belonging to this lexical group are aižyti 
‘sting’, atleisti ‘release’, badyti, daigyti, diegti, durti ‘stitch’, dusinti ‘suffocate, stifle’, 
ėsti ‘eat (of animals)’, gelti ‘sting’, gniaužti ‘squeeze, knead’, griaužti ‘chew’, kratyti, 
krėsti ‘shake’, laužyti, laužti ‘break’, plėšti ‘tear (apart)’, purtyti ‘shake’, raižyti, rėžti 
‘cut’, spausti ‘press’, tampyti ‘pull’, troškinti ‘parch with thirst’. This group compris-
es 65% of acc-coded verbs with non-canonically marked HRA in Lithuanian. 
Following Seržant (2013a), this group may be characterized by the conceptual-
ization of painful physiological experience through highlighting such states as 
the endpoints of causal chains (in the sense of Croft 1998). From this cognitive 
perspective, the accusative marks, as it were, the person affected as the target of 
an unspecified (or lexically incorporated) stimulus. Physiological verbs in Ice-
landic comprise 27% of the verbs with acc-coded HRA. Like in Lithuanian they 
also mostly consist of verbs denoting unpleasant physiological experience; for 
instance, hungra ‘hunger’, svengja ‘feel, hungry’, þyrsta ‘feel thirsty’, verkja ‘hurt, 
ache’, svíða ‘smart, sting’, kitla ‘tickle’, klígja ‘feel nauseated, sick’, sundla ‘feel dizzy’, 
svima ‘feel dizzy’, syfja ‘grow sleepy’.

Without going into details, we can say that for almost all of the Lithuanian 
verbs the usage referring to unpleasant physiological states can be captured as 
a metaphoric extension from some more basic physical activity. The degree to 
which this meaning transfer has become conventionalized may differ and should 
be established in further research; and certainly this type of non-canonical mark-
ing does not constitute any closed class of verbal items, rather it is supplemented 
continuously by further items. Roughly, the respective basic activity is mapped 
onto the domain of physical (physiological) experience, and the specific dif-
ferences in the manner of physical activity are preserved in the “physiological” 
meaning. Thus, for instance, kratyti, krėsti and purtyti ‘shake’ normally denote 
involuntary, spasmic movements of the whole body, whereas verbs like bady-
ti, diegti, gelti ‘stitch, sting’ refer to feelings of itching experienced inside one’s 
body, often only of specific parts or a restricted region. The verbs rėžti ‘cut’, spausti 
‘press’ and tampyti ‘pull’ are used to express a person’s internal feeling of cutting, 
pressing or stretching, respectively, either on the whole body or some significant 
part of it. Other verbs are more specialized as for the affected body part, e.g., 
laužyti ‘break’ usually refers to one’s legs. From the list above only troškinti ‘parch 
with thirst’ is not derived semantically from physical activity; morphologically it 
is the causative of trokšti ‘be thirsty’. Finally, dusinti ‘stifle, suffocate (trans.)’ in its 
use with non-canonically marked HRA is derived semantically from the goal-di-
rected activity initiated by a conscious agent (e.g., Nusikaltėlis savo auką dusino 
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pačiomis rankomis ‘The criminal suffocated his victim with his bare hands.’). In 
the ‘physiological’ use of dusinti (and the other verbs) the first part of the causal 
event chain (in Croft’s 1998 sense), i.e. this conscious initiator, is lacking. Note, 
finally, that the verbs which underlie this pattern of meaning extension denote 
not too specialized kinds of physical activity. Moreover, they are – with few ex-
ceptions – not causatives with inherent boundaries; they, thus, do not denote pro-
totypical situations of semantic transitivity (in the sense of Hopper & Thompson 
1980), pace Seržant (2013a).

In Icelandic only very few of the acc-coded verbs have this metaphoric ex-
tension. The primary meaning of all of the above mentioned Icelandic verbs is 
that of unpleasant physiological experience. The few exceptions from this are: 
bora ‘drill’, bíta ‘bite’, blása ‘blow’. With the first two verbs the acc-NP denotes the 
affected person (74), with the last one the affected body-part (75):

 (74) Mig     bítur       í   eyrun    (af frosti) 
  1sg.acc  bite.prs.3SG  in  ear.acc.pl from frost
  ‘My ears are cold/frostbitten.’

 (75) Fótinn  blés        upp
  leg.acc blow.pst.3sg  up
  ‘The leg got swollen.’  (Jónsson’s list)

There is another important circumstance to be noted about this pattern in Lithu-
anian. Some verbs show an alternation: either the acc-NP denotes the person af-
fected (see (76a)) or, by way of synecdoche, it can alternatively denote the affected 
body part of that person (see (76b)):

 (76) a. Mane    visą     daigo.
   1sg.acc  all.acc.sg stitch.prs.3
   ‘I feel stitches everywhere.’
  b. Jam    daigo      šoną.
   he.dat  stitch.prs.3  side.acc
   ‘It is itching his [lit. him] the side.’

In (76b), the person referent gets marked with the dative and, since it stands in 
an inalienable part-whole relation to his/her body part, it represents an external 
possessor. As mentioned in 3.2.2.1, we do not count external possessors as part 
of the argument structure, although they add to the syntactic valence in the core. 
This class shares some crucial semantic properties with a handful of ‘pain’-verbs 
(skaudėti etc.); cf. Seržant (2013a) and see further in 3.2.2.9.

In Icelandic the accepted pattern is the one given in (77a):
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 (77) a. Mig    klæjar     alla.
   1sg.acc itch.prs.3SG all.acc.f.sg
   ‘It is itching me all over.’

For some speakers however the pattern in (77b) is possible, too:

 (77) b. Mér    klæjar     allri.
   1sg.dat itch.prs.3SG all.dat.f.sg.
   ‘It is itching me all over.’

The reasons for these alternations in the languages are different, as the dative in 
(76b) is due to the marking of external possession, while the dative in (77b) is due 
to DS and has to be considered as belonging to the predicate’s argument structure 
(see 3.2.2.1).

In Lithuanian the alternation shown in (76a–b) does not appear possible with 
all verbs of the ‘physiological’ group. Verbs with meanings relating to more specif-
ic body parts prefer the pattern with the external possessor, while verbs denoting 
physiological experience pertaining to the whole body (organism) choose the pat-
tern without the external possessor. Browsing through our data and informants’ 
replies gives the impression that the former group is more numerous.26 The latter 
group is represented not only by dusinti ‘stifle’ and troškinti ‘parch with thirst’ 
(whose ‘derivational history’ anyway differs from the metaphorical transfer of the 
other verbs, see above), but also by kratyti, krėsti, purtyti ‘shake’. At the moment, 
we cannot present any figures, but to elaborate on this issue is clearly among the 
next tasks to be done in research.

For the sake of completeness we have to at least mention here other, less fre-
quent coding options. Some Lithuanian verbs allow the affected body part to be 
coded with the locative or a locational-directional PP (mostly į+acc ‘in(to)’ or 
po+ins ‘under, at’). In such cases the experiencer is coded with the dative, e.g.

 (78) Motinai    sugniaužė    po    krūtine. 
  mother.dat  squeeze.pst.3 under breast.ins
  ‘Mother felt a squeezing under her breast.’  (LKŽe)

This pattern is much more regular in Icelandic, where the body part is invariably 
coded with a PP headed by í+dat ‘in(to), at’ (directed) or ‘under’ (undirected). 
The experiencer is coded with the accusative:

26. Utterances like *Mane.acc diegia / gelia ‘(it) stitches me’, with or without an indication of 
the affected body part (*Mane.acc diegia šone / į šoną ‘(it) stitches me into my side’) are hardly 
accepted by informants.
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 (79) Mig     verkjar     í   bakið
  1sg.acc  hurt.prs.3SG  in  back.acc
  ‘My back hurts.’

We have not attested instances in Lithuanian in which the experiencer would have 
been coded with the accusative (see also f. 26). If an acc-NP naming the person 
co-occurs with a directional PP, the latter is used in its primary (spatial) meaning, 
the physiological experience refers to the whole person, and the figurative usage 
of the verb can hardly be considered a conventionalized meaning. In (80) this 
becomes obvious from the particle lyg used for comparison (≈ ‘as if ’):

 (80) Mane    lyg   stūmė     į   ežerą. 
  1sg.acc  as_if  push.pst.3  in  lake.acc
  lit. ‘It somehow pushed me (in)to the lake.’  (NS, sub verbo)

The same applies to įsukti ‘screw into’ (for which see the next example).
Although we cannot say that stumti and įsukti have lexicalized ‘physiologi-

cal meanings’, the last remarks testify to the productivity of the pattern to which 
the class of physiological verbs with non-canonically coded arguments belongs: 
the most patient-like argument is marked with the accusative, since there is no 
known (or communicatively important) reason (or force) which has evoked the 
current state (or event), it is left unspecified, and there is no other participant 
which could count as instigator in a causal chain. Briefly: no argument promotes 
to a nominatival NP, because there is no participant qualifying semantically as 
close to the Actor-pole of the AUH, while there is a participant located closely to 
the Undergoer-pole. The same ‘logic’ works with external possessors if the most 
patient-like participant is not the whole body, but only a part of it, as in (81) with 
ranką ‘hand/arm.acc’:

 (81) Jam    ranką   įsuko      į   kuliamąją.
  he.dat  arm.acc screw.pst.3  in  threshing machine.acc
  ‘His hand was driven into the threshing machine.’  (NS, sub verbo)
  (lit. ‘To him (it) screwed the hand into the threshing machine.’)

Probably, it was this more general pattern which supplied the ground for the fre-
quency of ‘physiological predicates’ with non-canonical coding.

Another salient, though considerably less frequent lexical class of one-place 
verbs with an acc-coded argument denote meteorological phenomena (26% of 
all verbs with acc-marked HRA in Lithuanian and 59% in Icelandic), such as 
Lith. apdribti ‘cover up (with snow)’ and atlyti ‘soak off ’ and Icel. leggja ‘lay, put 
(freeze)’, lægja ‘lower down’:
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 (82) Kol  parvažiavau,       apdribo       mane   visą. 
  until come_home.pst.1sg  cover_up.pst.3  1sg.acc  all.acc.sg
  ‘Until I arrived home, I got all over covered up with snow.’  (NS, sub verbo)

 (83) Gerai  arti –      pūdymą       atlijo,        minkšta. 
  well   plough.inf  fallow_field.acc soak_off.pst.3  soft.n
  ‘It is (now) easy to plough: the fallow field has been soaked off, everything is 

soft.’  (NS, sub verbo)

 (84) Tjörnina   lagði.
  lake.acc   lay.pst.3SG
  ‘The lake froze over.’  (Jónsson’s list)

 (85) Storminn  lægði.
  Storm.acc abate.pst.3SG
  ‘The storm abated.’  (Jónsson’s list)

Other verbs belonging here are Lith. leisti (sniegą) ‘melt (snow)’, Icel. leysa taka 
‘melt (snow)’, Lith. atleisti ‘release’ (about frost), Icel. leggja ‘lay (about frost, 
freeze)’, hema ‘freeze’, héla, hríma ‘become covered with frost’ Lith. aplyti ‘make 
wet’ (about rain), įmerkti ‘soak’ (e.g. about hay), Icel. flæða ‘flow’, fylla ‘be filled 
(with water, rain)’, lægja ‘lower, abate (about wind, storm)’. Into this group we 
have included also verbs like Lith. sunešti ‘bring, blow together’ (about snow), 
because they refer to forces as natural phenomena, and Icel. reka ‘drift (because of 
a current or storm)’, velkja ‘toss about (because of a current or storm)’. Compare:

 (86) Kartais    per     naktį     sunėša
  sometimes through  night.acc bring_together.prs.3 
  tokias        pusnis,           kad…
  such.acc.pl.f  snowbank.acc.pl.f  that …
  ‘Sometimes overnight it blows together such snowbanks that …’ 
 (NS, sub verbo)

Many of the meteorological predicates require a metaphoric reading, insofar as 
the meteorological situations are described by non-meteorological verbs. This is 
just as with the Lithuanian physiological verbs above, but with meteorological 
predicates it concerns both languages. For instance, we have Lith. leisti and Icel. 
leysa both with the original meaning ‘let loose, release’ and acquiring the meaning 
‘melt’ (about snow), and Icel. leggja ‘lay’, which gets the meaning of ‘freeze’ (about 
lakes and rivers). 

Finally, an important group of Lithuanian verbs with an acc-coded argument 
naming a person incudes verbs which denote the causation of emotional states, 
such as erzinti ‘irritate’, nervinti ‘unnerve’, liūdinti ‘sadden’, graudinti ‘grieve’, pyk-
dyti ‘exasperate’, jaudinti ‘excite’, džiuginti ‘make glad’. This acc-coded argument 
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cannot however qualify as HRA. Since we are dealing here with causative verbs, 
the argument structure is enhanced by an additional role which in terms of the 
AUH ranks higher than the acc-coded person argument. This obtains irrespec-
tive of whether the causer is another person (87a) or some sort of fact (87b):

 (87) a. Jis     erzina      mane 
   he.nom  irritate.prs.3  1sg.acc
   ‘He irritates me.’
  b. Mane   erzina,      kad   geri        tiek  daug  alaus.
   1sg.acc irritate.prs.3  comp drink.prs.2sg that  much beer.gen

   ‘It irritates me that you are drinking so much beer. / I am irritated by how 
much beer you drink.’

The non-canonical pattern in (87b) results from productive semantic derivation 
by which the (usually human) Actor of the original meaning (87a) is replaced 
by a clausal complement (87b). The acc-marking of the Undergoer remains un-
changed, but, in contrast to predicates denoting physiological states (see above), 
this argument does not become HRA, since it remains in opposition to another, 
higher-ranking argument position, namely: the clausal complement. Compare 
the LSs in (69b) and (73) with (87c):

 (87) c. [α] CAUSE [BECOME feel’ (1sg, nervous’)], 
   with α representing any LS.

At least on an intuitive level, the difference between the clausal constituent cor-
responding to α in (87c) and the NP argument represented by šaltis ‘frost’ in (73) 
lies in the fact that the latter can be omitted, while the former cannot: Joną purto 
‘Jonas is shaken’ (see example (71)) does not sound elliptical even without con-
textual support, whereas Mane erzina (see example (87a–b)) does. Thus, the ar-
gument character of the clausal complement in (87b) should not raise doubts, 
contrary to the PP nuo šalčio ‘from/because of the frost’ in (71).

The reason underlying this difference seems to be that the clausal complement 
in (87b) (= α in (87c)) represents a proposition, while nuo šalčio corresponds to 
an object of lower order (in terms of Lyons 1977). It is not clear to us whether this 
difference brings about any more consequences for logical decomposition. But 
a quite obvious conclusion following from our considerations is that emotional 
predicates with acc-marked (human) Undergoer are two-place predicates which 
need a [MR1] stipulation. Moreover, since the acc-coded argument denoting the 
person in cases like (87b) has to be qualified as Undergoer, the proposition serv-
ing as cause and symbolized by α in (87c) must not equal a primitive do’-pred-
icate; for otherwise the single direct core argument in the accusative should be 
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qualified as Actor and the ‘Default Macrorole Assignment Principles’ (see 2.1) 
would be violated.

As concerns Icelandic, 20% of its acc-coded verbs denote emotional states 
such as langa ‘want’, lengja eftir ‘long for’, ugga ‘fear’. The Icelandic verbs with 
acc-coded core argument denoting a person cover more lexical groups than the 
Lithuanian ones. Rather many, or 22%, are cognitive verbs such as dreyma ‘dream’, 
gruna ‘suspect’, undra ‘wonder, surprise’, minna ‘remember vaguely’. As for verbs 
of the quantitative group, which for the most part have gen-coding on the argu-
ment in Lithuanian, 15% of Icelandic verbs of this lexical group code their argu-
ment with the accusative. These verbs mainly denote lack and need (e.g., vanta 
‘lack, need’, þrjóta ‘run short of, lack’, bresta, skorta ‘lack’); they are two-place and 
mark their other argument with the accusative, too.

3.2.2.4 Verbs taking dative arguments
In Lithuanian, emotive, epistemic, perceptual and fructitive verbs usually code 
their HRA with the dative, while in Icelandic it is mainly fructitive verbs which 
code their HRA with the dative, and there is some larger amount of meteorolog-
ical and physiological verbs using this case (see Figure 4). For Lithuanian see (in 
square brackets we indicate the lexical group):

 (88) Jam    užbaiso –         pradė[jo]   šaukt.  [emotive]
  he.dat  become_afraid.pst.3 begin.pst.3  shout.inf
  ‘He frightened (so that) he began to shout.’  (TDrIV202, Dglš)

 (89) Jam    truputį  maišosi.  [epistemic]
  he.dat  little_bit  mix.prs.3
  ‘He is getting confused a little bit.’ (lit. ‘To him (it) is mixing up (in his head).’) 

 (NS, sub verbo)

Verbs denoting physiological states with a dat-coded argument are hard to find. 
We can however adduce the following example:

 (90) Ligoniui    pagerėjo.27 [physiological]
  patient.dat  get_better.pst.3
  ‘The patient has become better.’

This is coded in exactly the same way in Icelandic:

27. As concerns the antonym (pa)blogėti, we have not so far come across any instance with 
non-canonically marked experiencer.
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 (91) Sjúklingnum  batnaði
  patient.dat    get_better.pst.3SG
  ‘The patient has become better.’

Contrary to the ‘physiological’ verbs with acc-coded argument (3.2.2.3), the in-
choative Lith. (pa)gerėti and its antonym (pa)blogėti (see f. 28), as well as Icel. 
batna, skána, versna do not describe any specific sort of pain or disease, but relate 
to a person’s general medical condition. In Lithuanian they normally demonstrate 
a canonical pattern, as in, e.g.,

 (92) Ir  mūsų  ligonis      jau    po truputį   gerėja. 
  and  our   patient.nom  already bit_by_bit  get_better.prs.3
  ‘And our patient is getting better step by step.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

In Icelandic the more general states of health are generally coded with the dative 
as well; for instance, batna, skána ‘get better’, deprast, lakra, versna ‘get worse’, 
while verbs denoting more specific sorts of diseases mark their HRA with the 
accusative. There are however exceptions to that, as with the verb blæða ‘bleed’ 
which marks its argument with the dative. There is also an interesting acc–dat 
alternation with the verb svíða ‘smart, hurt’; its argument is coded with acc when 
it denotes physical pain (93a), and dat when it denotes an emotional state (93b):

 (93) a. Mig     svíður    (í fingurinn)
   1sg.acc  hurt.prs.3 in finger.acc
   ‘I smart/My finger smarts.’
  b. Henni   svíður    þetta    sárt.
   she.dat hurt.prs.3  this.nom  badly
   ‘She feels bad because of this.’

The pattern in (93b) is always a two-place verb (dat–nom), but when the pain is 
physical the experiencer is coded with the acc, and the verb has to be qualified 
as one-place (93a). 

Andrews (1982: 463) mentions this alternation: “Accusatives seem to appear 
with essentially physiological states (including intense desires and dreams) while 
the datives tend to be associated with psychological states.” He gives the following 
examples:

 (94) a. Mig     kelur
   1sg.acc  freeze.prs.3 
   ‘I am freezing / getting frost-bitten.’
  b. Mér     kólnar
   1sg.dat  get cold.prs.3 
   ‘I am getting cold.’
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The verb kala in (94a) suggests direct impact on the body or physical damage, 
while the inchoative kólna in (94b) denotes simply the feeling of getting cold.

One obvious difference between the two languages is the fact that 26% of the 
meteorological verbs in Icelandic have dative coding, while Lithuanian does not 
have any dative coded meteorological verb. This group includes Icelandic verbs 
like hvolfa ‘capsize’, kyngja niður ‘fall thick’ (snow), slá niður ‘strike’ (lightning):

 (95) Eldingu     sló          niður
  lightning.dat struck.pst.3sg  down 
  ‘Lightning struck.’

Andrews (1982: 461–463) explained the difference between the acc and dat-cod-
ing of the argument as follows: when the argument undergoes a sudden or mo-
mentary movement it is marked with dat (96a); on the other hand, when this 
event affects the argument gradually it is marked with acc (96b):

 (96) a. Bátnum   hvolfdi 
   boat.dat   capsize.pst.3sg
   ‘The boat capsized.’
  b. Bátinn    rak        að  landi
   boat.acc   drift.pst.3sg to  land.dat
   ‘The boat drifted to the shore.’

Another explanation has been put forth by Svenonius, who claimed that for an 
acc-coded HRA the cause of the event is constantly present throughout the pro-
cess, while the initiating force is not active during the process when the HRA is 
coded with the dat (Svenonius 2001: 214).28 Both the acc- and the dat-coded 
HRA construction in the meteorological group have a nom-coded HRA counter-
part (transitive/intransitive counterparts):29 

 (96) c. Straumurinn  rak        bátinn
   current.nom  drift.pst.3SG  boat.acc
   ‘The current drifted the boat.’

28. This also explains the coding of verbs in other lexical classes such as the acc coding for 
the verb klæja ‘tickle’ (constantly present) and dat coding for blæða ‘bleed’ (only an initiating 
force).

29. This causative pattern where nominative agentive subject of the transitive construction is 
‘suppressed’ and the original object shows up as a subject preserving its original object case (cf. 
example (96a–b)) accusative, dative, or more rarely genitive has recently been dealt with by 
scholars. Cf. Ottosson (2009), who refers to them  as impersonal detransitives, and Cennamo et 
al. (2011), who refer to them as oblique active intransitive.
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  d. Straumurinn  hvolfdi        bátnum 
   Current.nom  capsize.pst.3SG  boat.dat
   ‘The current capsized the boat.’

Among two-place verbs there are three lexical groups with a dat-coded HRA: 
psychological (i.e., emotive plus epistemic) verbs, fructitive verbs and ‘pain’-verbs 
(on which see 3.2.2.9).

3.2.2.5 Verbs taking genitive arguments
All verbs with a gen-coded HRA are associated to some aspect of quantification: 
apstėti, daugėti, gausėti ‘increase’, mažėti ‘decrease’ and all pri-prefixed verbs (see 
Figure 6). There are a few more verbs referring to quantification which take a dat-
NP denoting a person, as in

 (97) Eglei   trūksta    / pakanka    kantrybės.
  pn.dat  lack.prs.3   suffice.prs.3 patience.gen
  ‘Eglė lacks / has sufficient patience.’

The argument status of the dat-NP is, however, arguable (and, correspondingly, 
the two-place status of the verb). We can at least conclude that verbs with gen-
marked arguments are predominantly one-place, i.e. the obliquely marked HRA 
is their only argument.

As for Icelandic, genitive-coded HRAs are very rare (see Figure 6). Further-
more, there is a striking difference in comparison to the dative and accusative in 
that the gen-marked HRA is never an experiencer (which corresponds to the 
x-argument of pred’, thus closer to the Actor than to the Undergoer pole). They 
could at best be labelled as theme (which corresponds to the y-argument of pred’, 
thus a position very close to the Undergoer pole). As for the verb þurfa ‘need, be 
needed’ the gen-marked argument is not the person needing but the thing need-
ed; compare:

 (98) Þess      þarf        ekki
  This.gen   need.prs.3sg  neg
  ‘It is unnecessary.’ 

We have to treat separately those verbs which are related to existence (often negat-
ed), i.e., with a meaning that someone/something is or is not there. For instance, 
missa við ‘be absent’, as in

 (99) Þegar   Jóns    missir      við  
  when   pn.gen  miss.prs.3SG  with
  ‘When Jon is no longer here.’  (Jónsson’s list)
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The verbs njóta ‘be present’ and gæta ‘be perceptible’ are most frequently used 
with negation denoting non-existence:  

 (100) Hans   nýtur        ekki lengur við.
  he.gen  enjoy.prs.3sg  neg longer with
  ‘He is no longer here.’  (Jónsson’s list)

 (101) Vinds     gætti        ekki.
  wind.gen  notice.pst.3sg  neg
  ‘There was no wind.’  (Jónsson’s list)

This use is similar to the gen of negation for subjects in Lithuanian as in 

 (102) Tėvo    nebuvo     namie 
  dad.gen  neg.be.pst.3  at home
  ‘Dad was not at home.’

The difference is, though, that in Icelandic the genitive is restricted to certain 
verbs kenna, gæta, and it does not occur with the verb ‘to be’. 

Finally, there are verbs with similar semantics as geta ‘be mentioned’ and ken-
na ‘be noticeable’, which are used equally with or without negation: 

 (103) Hans   getur          víða   í   fornum  sögum 
  he.gen  mention.prs.3sg  widely  in  old    sagas
  ‘He is mentioned in many sagas.’  (Jónsson’s list)

3.2.2.6 Locations
There are some few lexemes that are difficult to judge, because they show al-
ternations of coding patterns which involve a NP naming a locality (cf.  
Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė, this volume). The verbs knibždėti and kvepėti are repre-
sentative of such cases. Knibždėti belongs to the famous class of “swarm”-verbs 
(104), kvepėti ‘smell’ is the neutral verb denoting olfactory perception (105). Both 
show characteristic alternations of coding patterns:30

 (104) a. Oras   knibždėjo    tuntais    muselių  / nuo  muselių.
   air.nom swarm.pst.3  troops.ins fly.gen.pl  from fly.gen.pl
   ‘The air was swarming with flies.’
  b. Ore    knibždėjo    (tuntai)    muselių.
   air.loc  swarm.pst.3  troops.nom fly.gen.pl

30. All examples but (104c) and (105b) are quoted from Lenartaitė (2011: 146f.). Beside kvepėti, 
other olfactory verbs (dvelkti, dvokti, smirdėti, trenkti, tvoksti ‘stink’) show the same pattern 
alternation as in (105a–b).
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  c. Ore    knibždėjo    muselės.
   air.loc  swarm.pst.3  fly.nom.pl
   ‘Flies were swarming in the air.’

 (105) a. Virtuvė     / virtuvėje    kvepėjo     česnaku.
   kitchen.nom / kitchen.loc smell.pst.3  garlic.ins
  b. Virtuvėje    kvepėjo     česnakas.
   kitchen.loc  smell.pst.3  garlic.nom
   ‘The kitchen smelt of garlic.’ / ‘In the kitchen it smelt of garlic.’

The problem consists in the following. These verbs could basically be considered 
as one-place predicates (with the generalized LS: exist’ (x)), with the indication of 
the locality as an adjunct: any state or activity takes place just in some spatial set-
ting, so that there would not be any reason why the locality should be considered 
as an argument of knibždėti or kvepėti. However, the possible syntactic promotion 
to a nominatival subject suggests that the locality has to be included into the ar-
gument structure of these verbs (so that they should be given LSs of the general 
structure: be-loc’ (x, y)). Icelandic, on the contrary, does not permit this coding 
pattern readily, at least it is rare and highly marked. Thus, the following remarks 
will be restricted to Lithuanian.

When it comes to the other NP, at first sight no serious doubt arises as to its 
argument status, regardless of whether in (105a–b) the stimulus (or whatever may 
be the label for this semantic role) is coded with the nominative (česnakas) or the 
instrumental (česnaku) or, as in (104a–b), with the genitive (muselių) vs. the PP 
(nuo muselių). The genitive with knibždėti is motivated by the feature of indefinite 
quantity, which we will not comment upon further,31 while the instrumental with 
kvepėti can be explained as a special subcase of inanimate instigator (cause, force, 
reason), which we will discuss shortly below.

And yet, on closer inspection, the argument status of this NP turns out to be 
less obvious for olfactory verbs. As long as they refer just to the ‘mode’ of percep-
tion, and irrespective of an evaluative (negative or positive) component, they can 
be used as zero-place verbs; for instance, Čia (darže, virtuvėje …) kvepia/dvelkia 
lit. ‘Here (in the garden / in the kitchen) (it) smells/stinks’ or Kaip gardžiai kvepia! 
lit. ‘How tasty (it) smells!’.

Furthermore, the neutral verb denoting acoustic perception skambėti ‘sound’ 
requires a complement (?Čia skamba __ ‘Here (it) sounds __’; Salėje skamba 
*(muzika) ‘In the room *(music) sounds’). A further difference in comparison 
to olfactory and ‘swarm’-verbs lies in the fact that skambėti does not show any 

31. For a detailed analysis from a different point of view cf. Lenartaitė (2011: 129–146; this 
volume).
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nom–ins-alternation; instead, it can code its argument only in the nominative. 
These observations appear to correlate with conceptually conditioned asymme-
tries between perception predicates arranged on hierarchies like those known 
from Viberg (1984). Among other things, verbs denoting modes of perception 
that are highest (and thus cognitively salient) on such a hierarchy, i.e., visual and 
acoustic impression (Lith. matytis ‘look like’, atrodyti ‘seem’ and skambėti ‘sound’, 
respectively), do not show coding alternations for a locality like verbs denoting 
impressions of smell or like ‘swarm’-verbs. Moreover, it should be investigated 
whether some among the ‘swarm’-verbs cannot be regarded as a subclass of verbs 
denoting acoustic impressions.32 But, anyway, in contrast to ‘neutral’ auditory 
verbs ‘swarm’-verbs include a semantic component of indefinite, but high quan-
tity of the entity that is conceived as the source (cause) of that impression. This 
additional component marks them off from ‘ordinary’ perception verbs.

3.2.2.7 Internal perception
The previous considerations concerned only external perceptual stimuli. When it 
comes to internal, usually unpleasant experience, skambėti (contrary to the olfac-
tory verbs) can be used, too. But in this meaning a locative argument denoting a 
body part is mandatory:

 (106) a. Man     skamba     ir   skamba     ausyse.
   1sg.dat  sound.prs.3  and  sound.prs.3  ear.loc.pl
   ‘(It) is ringing heavily in my ears.’ (lit. ‘To me (it) is sounding and sound-

ing in the ears.’)  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

The locative should be considered as an argument, since its omission would leave 
us with an utterance that can at best be understood elliptically (?Man skamba). 
The locative case or a locative PP (see example (107)) anyway indicates a person’s 
body part. Then, the person is coded with the dative and has to be treated as an 
external possessor (see 3.2.2.1). The LS of skambėti as a predicate of internal per-
ception, thus, should look like

 (106) b. feel’ (ausys, [painful’]), ausys ‘ears’.

32. This would contrast with Engl. swarm, which does not by itself denote an acoustic impres-
sion, as Wayles Browne commented: “Indeed, when bees swarm, they buzz, and one can hear 
them. But many other things swarm and create no sound. E.g. The bay was swarming with 
sharks. The river is swarming with fish. My head is swarming with ideas. The city was swarming 
with secret agents. The house is swarming with bacteria.”
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There are other verbs related to acoustic perception which show the same pattern 
(and can be used with reference to external stimuli, too): burgzti, dūgzti, gausti 
‘hum’, spengti ‘tingle’, ūžti ‘ring (in one’s ears)’. Compare:

 (107) Man    nesveika –   galvą     diegia,     per  
  1sg.dat  unhealthy.n  head.acc  stitch.prs.3  through 
  ausis     burzgia.
  ear.acc.pl  hum.prs.3
  ‘I am feeling bad: it is itching my head, it is humming through my ears.’ 
 (LKŽe, sub verbo)

 (108) Man    spengia    galvoje. 
  1sg.dat  tingle.prs.3 head.loc
  ‘I feel a tingling in my head.’  (A. Usonienė, p.c.)

 (109) Man    dūzgia     ausyse. 
  1sg.dat  hum.prs.3  ear.loc.pl
  ‘It is humming in my ears.’  (A. Razanovaitė, p.c.)

Basically, the same pattern can be observed with verbs of light emission if used to 
denote some sort of deviant physiological state:33

 (110) Jam    juoduoja         /  žaliuoja           akyse.
  he.dat  be/turn_black.prs.3 /  be/turn_green.prs.3  eye.loc.pl
  ‘It is shining black / green in his eyes.’

As for Icelandic, the same pattern exists for verbs denoting light emission (111). 
But there are no equivalents of Lithuanian verbs denoting acoustic or olfactory 
perception, or of ‘swarm’-verbs, with non-canonical marking:

 (111) Mér     sortnaði            fyrir   augum
  1sg.dat  become_black.pst.3SG  before  eyes.dat.pl 
  ‘I almost fainted (lit. (It) became black before my eyes.).’  (Jónsson’s list)

Now we are left with the fact that, apart from a few verbs of olfactory perception 
(see 3.2.2.6), there are no arguable one-place verbs whose argument would be 
coded with the instrumental. However, in Lithuanian the instrumental plays an 
important role as a device denoting inanimate causers (natural force, reason), 
which, in turn, shows affinity with the notion of stimulus or source (as with olfac-
tory verbs) and the notion of means.34 We now turn to this issue.

33. We owe this observation to Kristina Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė (p.c.), who also gave the example.

34. Cf. Narrog (2009: 597–599) and Malchukov and Narrog (2009: 529) on crosslinguistically 
frequent polysemy patterns of the instrumental.
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3.2.2.8 Instrumental
We should be reminded of rule [2] for the assignment of the instrumental in RRG 
which we elaborated on at the end of Section 2.1.

In Lithuanian the instrumental occurs quite regularly with non-canonical 
coding (112a–b) if the pattern can be assumed to be derived from a transitive 
verb with a canonical pattern (113)–(114); compare:

 (112) a. Vaiką     (visą)    išbėrė        spuogais.
   child.acc  all.acc.sg cover_up.pst.3  pimples.ins.pl
   ‘The child got covered all over with pimples.’
  b. Vaikui   veidą    išbėre        spuogais.
   child.dat face.acc  cover_up.prs.3  pimples.ins.pl
   ‘The child’s face was covered with pimples.’

 (113) Turbūt   negeras    vėjas       užpūtė, 
  probably  bad.nom.sg wind.nom.sg  blow_out.pst.3
  kad   burną     išbėrė       šašai. 
  comp  mouth.acc  cover_up.pst.3 pimples.nom.pl
  ‘Probably a bad wind made him/her catch a cold, so that pimples covered his/

her mouth.’  (LKŽe, sub verbo)

 (114) Klojimo      nebėra,         kur    javus       išbersim? 
  barn-floor.gen  neg.ptc.be.prs.3  where  grain.acc.pl  pour_out.fut.1pl
  ‘There is no more any barn-floor laying; where should we pour out the grain?’ 

 (LKŽe, sub verbo)

In (112a–b) the instrumental-NP spuogais stands in the same semantic relation 
to the affected person and his/her body part as does the nominative-NP šašai 
in (113), although the hierarchy of syntactic relations differs: the sentences in 
(112a–b) do not have a PSA, whereas in (113) the PSA is marked with the nomi-
native, and it is the name of the disease – thus, reason or cause of the state denot-
ed – which can be promoted to a PSA without a change of grammatical voice. All 
sentences in (112)–(113) have two core arguments, and there is no prototypical 
(human) agent, and this is why the name of the cause surfacing in (112a–b) as 
an instrumental-NP, can be given PSA-status at all in (113). Contrary to this, 
sentence (114) implies a human agent, and the affected other referent (= Under-
goer, Dixon’s O) is coded with the accusative, but there is no instrumental-NP 
(neither could it be added) denoting a cause, and this correlates with a difference 
in meaning. For the time being, let us consider išberti in (114) as the first meaning 
(= išberti1 ‘pour out’), išberti in (112)–(113) as its second meaning, išberti2 ‘cover 
(with pimples, spots’).
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However the meaning shift between išberti1 and išberti2 may be captured, the 
instrumental is typically used as a coding device for participants that can be char-
acterized as causes (forces, reasons, sources), and this transfers to clause types 
without a PSA (thus, non-canonical patterns of case marking). Although rule [2] 
in 2.1 explains why a non-human agent (natural force etc.) can become a nomina-
tival subject, the crucial point is that this ‘promotion’ to subject (PSA) need not 
occur. Presumably, this, in turn, can be explained from the fact that natural forces 
are not the most typical agents. In other words: there is nothing in the grammar 
of Lithuanian which forces non-typical agentive arguments (= x-argument of do’) 
eo ipso to be coded as a PSA (in active voice), even in the absence of prototypical 
agents (= argument of DO’). 

The same holds for the instrumental in another prominent use, namely: as 
denoting the means35 of an action (normally with nouns denoting substances); 
see example (115):36

 (115) a. Darbininkai   užpylė            duobę  smėliu.
   workers.nom  fill_by_pouring.pst.3  pit.acc sand.ins
   ‘The workers filled up the pit with sand.’
  b. Duobę  užpylė   smėliu.  /  Mašiną  užpylė      sniegu.
   pit.acc  fill.pst.3  sand.ins /  car.acc  cover.pst.3  snow.ins
   lit. ‘(It) filled up the pit with sand.’ / ‘(It) covered the car with snow.’
  c. Smėlis    užpylė   duobę.  /  Sniegas   užpylė   mašiną.
   sand.nom  fill.pst.3  pit.acc  /  snow.nom fill.prs.3  car.acc
   ‘The sand filled up the pit.’ / ‘The snow filled up the car.’

Curiously, verbs denoting flooding demonstrate another pattern. For them the 
reason (cause) can be left out (it is lexically implied), but marking the natural 
force with the instrumental sounds awkward (116b), while they permit to code it 
with the nominative (116c) (K. Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė, p. c.):

 (116) a. Pavasarį tas pievas užlieja / apsemia / užpila / užtvindo.
   lit. ‘In spring (it) floods these meadows.’

35. For a distinction between instrument, means and natural force cf. already Apresjan (21995 
[1974]); Russ. orudie, sredstvo, stixija, respectively). Equivalent labels figure as well in other 
approaches in which elaborate inventories of semantic roles are assumed. Apresjan (ibid.) para-
phrases the means (sredstvo) as the participant which is used up and, thus, ceases to exist as 
such (contrary to what happens to the other two kinds of entities).

36. Other verbs showing this behaviour are išpilti, išversti, išmesti ‘scatter, cover (with spots)’ 
(originally two-place) and užpustyti, užnešti, padengti ‘cover (up)’ (originally three-place) 
(K. Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė, p. c.).
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  b.   ?Pavasarį tas pievas užlieja / apsemia / užpila / užtvindo vandeniu.ins.
   to mean ‘In spring (it) floods these meadows with water.’
  c. Pavasarį vanduo.nom / upė / polaidis užlieja / apsemia / užpila / užtvindo 

tas pievas. 
   ‘In spring water / the river / thaw flood floods these meadows.’

In all these classes (illustrated in (112)–(113), (115)–(116)) the instrumental re-
mains optional, i.e., the cause of the change of state need not be indicated; in 
many cases (as with diseases in (112)–(113)) it is already implied by the verb.

An explanation for the different behaviour of verbs denoting processes (or 
events) in which natural forces are involved as causes might go as follows. The 
pattern with nom–ins-alternation requires that at least one of the following two 
conditions be fulfilled: either (i) the natural force meaning is derived from an 
originally three-place verb (see example (115a–c)), or (ii) an originally two-place 
verb has undergone a meaning shift (and thus become polysemous), as in (114) 
vs. (112)–(113). The verbs in (116) do not fulfill either condition.

3.2.2.9 ‘Ache’-verbs
Finally, let us dwell on the tiny group of verbs for which the meaning ‘ache, hurt’ 
is not derived from another meaning (as with the verbs in 3.2.2.3), but primary. In 
Lithuanian it consists of more or less five items:37 skaudėti, sopėti, mausti, peršėti 
(of skin or wounds) and niežėti ‘itch’. LKŽe also gives knietėti in the ‘physiological’ 
meaning of ‘itch’,38 but such usage seems to be exceptional (obsolete and/or dia-
lectal) and we could not find a single example in the corpus of standard Lithua-
nian (LKT). The same applies to svembti ‘ache, hurt’ (rare, see LKŽe for examples, 
not attested in LKT).

In Icelandic only the following verbs exist: verkja ‘hurt’, svíða ‘smart’, klæja 
‘itch’. All of them have the experiencer marked with the accusative. Some of the 
Lithuanian verbs named above are peculiar insofar as they allow the person to be 
coded with the dative without an indication of the body part. As a consequence 
their dative-NP does not represent an external possessor, but a genuine argument 
of the verb (see the discussion in 3.2.2.1).

Lith. sopėti and skaudėti are almost full synonyms, and both show an alterna-
tive pattern dat–acc/nom:

37. To this list one could add derivatives of some of these verbs, e.g. skausti (ingressive of 
skaudėti), panižti (ingressive of niežėti). They virtually do not differ from the source verbs, or 
differ only in actionality, but not in their coding pattern.

38. Compare: Jau senai man tą ausį.acc knieta ‘Already for a long time it has been itching this 
(⊃ my) ear’ (Bgt.).
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 (117) Man    skauda    ranką       /  ranka.

 (118) Man    sopa      ranką       /  ranka.
  1sg.dat  ache.prs.3  arm/hand.acc /  nom
  ‘My hand hurts.’ (lit. ‘To me (it) hurts the hand. / To me the hand hurts.’)

In the corpus we have found examples of the same alternation for mausti, peršėti 
and niežėti, too.

The dative indicating the person (experiencer) can easily be omitted. This 
occurs almost always if the affected body part is coded with the nominative; for 
instance:

 (119) Sopa     krūtinė     ir   pilvo     raumenys.
  ache.prs.3  breast.nom  and  belly.gen  muscle.nom.pl
  ‘(My) breast and the muscles of (my) belly ache.’

 (120) Vidurius  spaudžia,   šaltis      krečia,     drebulys
  guts.acc  press.prs.3  frost.nom   shake.prs.3  chill.nom.pl
  maudžia,  valgymas   nelenda
  hurt.prs.3  eating.nom  neg.climb.prs.3
  ‘(It) presses the guts, the frost shakes, chill hurts, the meal doesn‘t go in.’ 
 (R. Kalytis: Verksmo vieta, 1995)

Moreover, all verbs allow the affected body part to be coded with the locative or a 
locational PP. See an example with niežėti:

 (121) (…)  man    prie  ausies   niežti.
    1sg.dat  at   ear.gen hurt.prs.3
  ‘It hurts me near my ear.’  (Z. Mačionis: Profesorius Kazys Daukšas, 2000)

As for other ‘parameters’ of coding the five verbs seem to be less homogeneous. 
Let us consider the following possibilities: (i) Can the affected body part be omit-
ted and only the person (Experiencer) be coded with the dative? (ii) Can the per-
son be coded as accusative (and the affected body part be omitted)? As for the 
first possibility, informants would readily use skaudėti without an explicit affected 
body part, less so sopėti. Thus, (122a) sounds natural – e.g. in a physician‘s con-
sulting room before medical treatment starts – but less so (122b):

 (122) a. Man     skauda.
   1sg.dat  ache.prs.3
  b.   ?Jai     sopa.
   she.dat ache.prs.3
   ‘It hurts me / her.’
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We have not come across examples of type (122b) for sopėti in the corpus, either. 
Furthermore, such usage is judged even worse with respect to the other three 
verbs:

 (123) Ar  tau       *(žandą)  labai  maudžia?
  q    you(sg).dat  jaw.acc  very  hurt.prs.3
  ‘Does your jaw hurt you very much?’

 (124) Jam    peršti    *(akis    /  odą).
  he.dat  itch.prs.3  eyes.acc /  skin.acc
  ‘It is itching his eyes / skin a lot.’

On the other hand, consider the following corpus example, which shows that 
mausti does not always require the affected body part to be expressed (by courtesy 
of K. Lenartaitė-Gotaučienė):

 (125) Frunzės karo akademijos ženkleliu draskoma praporščikė, kuri ilgus metus 
ištarnavo griežtojo režimo kolonijoje kontroliere. − Afonia, man maudžia! 
Draugas papulkininki, neskriauskite, vaikai, anūkai namuose laukia… 

  ‘The ensign of the Frunze military academy was rent with a small sign and she, 
who had served for many years in a strict regime colony as controller, said: 
Afonia, something is aching me! Lieutenant-colonel, don’t do me harm, my 
children and grandchildren are waiting for me at home.’  (CCLL)

We have been unable to find any equivalent example for peršėti and have regis-
tered only three hits for niežėti.

Let us finish by briefly examining whether any of the five verbs can be used 
with an Experiencer-NP in the accusative. According to our informants, this op-
tion does not sound very felicitous with any of the five verbs, unless the acc-NP 
denoting the Experiencer is modified by the quantifier visas ‘whole, entire’:

 (126) Mane    visą     niežti. 
  1sg.acc  all.acc.sg ache.prs.3
  ‘(It) aches me all over.’  (R. Mikulskas, p.c.)

It appears that emphasis is necessary for the Experiencer to be coded this way. In 
the corpus, occasional examples paralleling this variant could be found only for 
mausti, e.g.,

 (127) […]  kartais     taip  maudžia   visą,
    sometimes  so   ache.prs.3  all.acc.sg
  kad tiesiog nežinai kur dėtis.
  ‘Sometimes it aches (me) all over that you don‘t know where to go.’
 (Š. Navickis: Diagnozė, Kaunas 2001)
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The Icelandic pain verbs can without problem be used without a body part:

 (128) Mig     klæjar.
  1sg.acc  itch.prs.3sg
  ‘I am itching / It is itching me.’

When a body part is indicated, it is marked with the PP í+dat:

 (129) Mig     verkjar     í  fótinn.
  1sg.acc  hurt.prs.3sg  in leg:acc
  ‘My leg hurts.’

4. Conclusions and outlook

Let us now sum up our preliminary findings which resulted from a systematic 
survey of non-canonical HRA-marking in Lithuanian and Icelandic after the 
main body of data had been assembled. The main conclusions are:

1. A rough comparison of the distribution of oblique cases over lexical groups 
shows that Lithuanian and Icelandic differ in the frequency of using the da-
tive vs. the accusative, first of all, with physiological, emotive, meteorological 
and fructitive verbs. The overall preponderance for the dative in Icelandic can 
probably be explained, first of all, from the high proportion of fructitive verbs 
with this case; the preponderance for the accusative in Lithuanian is evidently 
primarily due to the high proportion of physiological verbs with this case (see 
Figures 3, 4 and 5).

2. As a lexically required (i.e., adverbal) case the genitive occupies an altogether 
minor choice (against dative- and accusative marked HRAs) in both languag-
es. But while the genitive is being driven out in Icelandic, in Lithuanian it has 
a firm standing at least for two reasons. First, the genitive occurs regularly 
with one- and two-place verbs implying an indefinite quantity and predomi-
nantly prefixed with pri-; however, only with one-place verbs (e.g., privažiuoti 
‘arrive (about a certain amount of people)’) can we speak of genitive-marked 
HRA, with two-place verbs (e.g., pririnkti ‘collect, gather (a certain amount of 
people/things)’) the genitive marks the more patient-like argument (poten-
tial Undergoer), while the HRA is marked with the nominative. We have not 
taken either of these verbs into account in our survey, so that figures on type 
frequency may change to some extent when we take into account one-place 
verbs prefixed with pri-. Second, in Lithuanian the genitive alternates regu-
larly with the nominative or accusative for reasons on clause- and reference- 
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related levels, but not as such inherent to the lexical meaning of the verb.39 
Here we have not considered reference- and clause-conditioned case alterna-
tion at all.

3. The large number of acc-coded verbs denoting unpleasant physiological 
experience in Lithuanian (see 3.2.2.3) is due to frequent (productive) meta-
phoric extensions from more basic physical activities, while in Icelandic such 
metaphorical extension occurs only with few verbs. However, even in Icelan-
dic we can observe a certain preference for accusative-marked HRAs if the 
verb denotes physical pain, in contrast to experiencers of (unpleasant) emo-
tional states which are preferably marked with the dative in both languages 
(see 3.2.2.4).

4. External possessors are prominent in Lithuanian (marked with the bare da-
tive), but a rare option in Icelandic. One pattern is subject to severe syntactic 
restrictions, and it has been turning increasingly obsolete (showing up, for 
instance, in idioms); see 3.2.2.1. Another pattern exists with the PP í + dat, 
which is used in non-canonical marking of HRA with predicates denoting 
unpleasant physiological experience (accexp – í + datbodypart). This pattern, 
in turn, is rare in Lithuanian, though it is attested with the same lexical class 
of predicates (see 3.2.2.2). Lithuanian ‘physiological’ verbs usually show the 
pattern datexp–accbodypart. This is in line with the Lithuanian preference for 
external possessors coded with the dative.

5. In both languages there are only a handful of verbs denoting physical pain as 
their primary (non-derived) meaning. These verbs differ among themselves 
as to whether they allow the person to be coded with the dative (Lith.) or the 
accusative (Icel.) without an indication of the body part or not. If they do, 
the oblique NP can be considered a genuine semantic argument of the verb 
(3.2.2.9). If the body part is coded, the pattern is the same as with the marking 
of external possessors (datposs–accpossessee in Lithuanian). Remarkably, the 
preference for the dative in Lithuanian, which we observe in these instances, 
runs counter to the otherwise prominent accusative-marking pattern with 
‘physiological’ predicates which mostly derive from verbs with lexical mean-
ings from other domains (first of all, some sort of basic physical action; see 
3.2.2.3). This observation confirms the impression that verbs specialising in 
general denotations of physical discomfort or pain are not only a very infre-
quent kind of lexical units, but their peculiar status can show up also in devia-
tions from otherwise prominent coding patterns of the same language. In the 

39. For some details on this issue cf. Lenartaitė (2011: Ch 4.3) and Seržant (this volume). Nau 
(this volume) discusses clause- and reference-related factors in Latgalian. For an overview cf. 
also Koptjevskaja-Tamm and Wälchli (2001: 647–660).
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case of Lithuanian the preferred way of coding can be explained by analogy 
with the frequent pattern of the external possessor.

6. There is no equivalent to Dative Sickness (as explained in 3.2.1) in 
Lithuanian.

7. Adpositional marking of core arguments proves rare in both languages. 
Therefore, the different number of morphological cases retained from the 
(ultimately) common IE heritage does not exert any serious effect on adposi-
tional marking, which has remained marginal in Icelandic as well.

8. Names of locations pose problems: on what criteria can we ascribe argument 
status to them, especially if they are not marked with the nominative? This 
problem is prominent with ‘swarm’-verbs and verbs of olfactory perception. 
The conclusion that nominative-marked names of locations are to be regard-
ed as semantically derived is corroborated by the fact that this pattern occurs 
so rarely in Icelandic (see 3.2.2.6). 

9. A similar problem arises with the instrumental, which in Lithuanian has sev-
eral functions beyond marking instruments; it generally denotes causes (rea-
sons, natural forces) and means. Although such case roles occupy a specific 
argument position in the logical decomposition of causative predicates (see 
rule [2] and example (38a–c)), such an argument can be incorporated lexi-
cally (as with verbs meaning ‘flood’) with the consequence that it cannot be 
expressed as instrumental HRA if a proper Actor (= a-argument in [2] and 
(38c)) has been suppressed. More remarkable is the fact that in case of Ac-
tor-suppression the instrumental argument (= b-argument in [2] and (38c)) 
is not required to be ‘promoted’ to a PSA (nominatival subject). Moreover, 
the resulting non-canonical case marking of the HRA (provided the instru-
mental can be counted as a core argument) is impossible with an instrumen-
tal denoting an instrument. In other words: only instrumental NPs denoting 
other functions (as parts of causal event chains) than that of an instrument 
(e.g., force, cause, means) allow for non-canonical marking of HRA. Another 
requirement for the HRA to be coded by the instrumental is that the verbal 
predicate is semantically derived either from an originally three-place verb 
(typically verbs belonging to the ‘spray-paint’ series) or from a two-place verb 
via some sort of metaphor-based polysemization (see 3.2.2.8).

Among the tasks for the nearer future we want to mention here only those two 
which directly evolve from the discussion above:

10. A systematic assembly of logical decompositions for verbs with identical (or 
very similar) argument structure. Coping with this task however presupposes 
that one has clarified whether marginal case roles (like those mentioned in 7 
and 8 above) ‘count’ as argument positions in logical structure.
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11. Establishing rules for coding patterns based on productive derivation from 
other classes of verbs (‘other’ both in terms of argument structure and lexical 
meaning). This concerns, first of all, the patterns with the instrumental (see 
3.2.2.8), but might also be relevant for many predicates with a dative-NP (not 
discussed in this article).

Of course, the database itself has to be completed and the factors influencing vari-
able patterns of coding have to be specified with more precision and on the basis 
of token-frequency, too.

Abbreviations

acc accusative
adv adverb (suffix)
dat dative
cl clause
comp complement
fin finite
gen genitive
inf infinitive
ins instrumental

loc locative
nom nominative
nonfin nonfinite
pl plural
pn personal name
prs present tense
pst past tense
sg singular
sbjv subjunctive

List of nonstandard abbreviations

AUH Actor-Undergoer hierarchy 
DS Dative Sickness
HRA Highest-ranking argument

PSA Privileged Syntactic Argument
RRG Role and Reference Grammar
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